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ABSTRACT
Plans for the regrading of Bunker Hill were proferred as
early as the 1930's when Los Angeles began to notice the deterio-
ration of the old Victorian homes that sat on the Hill in conson-
Ance to the decline of the decline of the central business dis-
trict. Financial and political problems, plus the legal uncer-
tainty of a Federal urban renewal program, prevented the city
from effectuating plans for redevelopment until 1951. A Final
Redevelopment Plan was in 1959 enacted by the city council after
substantial opposition from property owners on Bunker Hill.
Suits were filed challenging the legitimacy of the plan, the
city council hearings that led to its approval, and the urban
renewal planning pvocess itself, leading to a ruling by the
California Supreme Court in 1964 in favor of the Redevelopment
Agency. The court refused to substitute its own independent
judgment on the merits of the project in favor of that of the
Agency and the cijy council.in the absence of abuse of discretion,
fraud, collusion, or bad faith. However, it is evident that the
planning process was ill prepared to handle fairly the multi-
plicity <f issues presented by property owners. There was evi-
dence of a one-sided monopoly of planning skills of the Aged6y
that placed the plans of property owners, however meritorious,
at a serious disadvantage vis a vis the plans of the Agency which
were legitimized for the city council on the basis of expertise.
The result was a lack of serious scruitiny of the Bunker Hill
plan since the council was not adet at technical analysis of
urban renewal and properyy owners"unable to manifest their in-
terests in a technical form. The results were a project delayed
for five years by law suits followed later in the 1960's by mar-
keting problems which made Bunker Hill the slowest urban renewal
pro ect (as well as the largest) in the U.S. Through 1970, 90%
of iunker Hill lay vacant--about 20% of L.A.'s prime downtown
land and the most valuable real estate in the city. The project
surrently faces grave traffic problems as a result of the unex-
pected growth of downtown (which was once declining). Without
rapid transit rapid transit in L.A, construction will someday
.be halted by increasing congestion downtown.
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"Make no little pns; they have no
poower to stir men's minds."
Daniel Burnham, c .1893
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"I think it is a city thit has 7rown
so fast andl is growin so fast it
hap nt had P chcnce to melt into a
~olid basic city. Every cdity has
to .have a hprd core., a diolw.ntC.n
city. L.A. had it once, bit sib-
urban area.s -rew £So.fast that on-
town wms neglected. It wiIl come
back. We will have a -centrol city."
Norman Ch-nd9ler, Publishnr,
Los hn-Ples TireS
N'
In the late 1800 s nnd early 1900's Bunker Hill
was Los Angelcs' most exc^lsive residential location,
housing en elite whose wealthand prestir'e 'ras based on
-'astern fortune rather thaun on that. acquirdd in California.
This was evident by the diversity of architectural forms
reflecting the rreo rephical orin-1n of its ownersi one would.
fina side, b side mansions more familiar to New York or
Boston. Bunker Hill itself was named after its more -.ell
known counternart in Boston.
Bunker Hill stood as a definite contrast between
the old and the new and betweie Los Ar eles'desir~es
for retainin a nroud history and its asoirations for n
great., unique metropolis. The unprecedented .rowth of
Los Angeles in the 20th century .produced an even more
glaring contra'st., as the wealthy of Bunke- Hill moved
to more spacious and economical location,. In a city
w1here the automobile reduced crreatly the .roblem-s of lo-
cetion and accessib lity, it became evident that
Bunker Hill was nn old and.dyino nei-hborhood as lower
income groups replaced the elite by crowdn- int the old
homes in a Dattern already f-miliar in Faste-n cities. Yet
by Eastern standards Bunker H was young when
the City be an to worry about the neighborhood' c ae in the
1930 S.
Many of the Hill 's residents, primarily elderly
1 See Pat Adler, The Bunker Hill Story, Glendalce La Si sta
Press, 163
people subsistin7 on measer nensions, could hardly comp-
rehend the Citv's concern for a neiphborhood- whoSC decayin'
5 c4 was not worth the bother. The City, and especially
the elite wno wanted Bunker Hill back, saw Bunker Hill
as the most valuable piece of real estate in Los Angeles;
it had potential for "higher uses" because of its location
in the heart of -the downtown area.
Many people thought Bunker Hill was a slum, this
characterization resultinez more from the Hill's position
nrecisely betieen the Central Business District and the
Civic Center, than out of the intrinsic qualities of .the
neighborhood. This was complicated by the City's concern
for the CBD's declining vitality as more and rore neonle
and bu sinesses mirrated outomrd trrnm the certral cit .
In 1931, Consultir- economist William Babcock warned tht
decentr-alization hd tpke~n place in Los Arceles q.s the
portion of developmant in the CpT was not corM!nsu:qte
with the rate of growth in the City's population. This
problem, if not corrected,would nresent.;a a5rave sitntioon
for the central business district.
Bnbcock noted3 that Bunker Hill's topogrphy was
-nort of tre rroblem. Urce an asset to the ares, B-nker
Hill' r altitude provided ?3iestic views of the Ci ; but
now it had resulted in discourncine new developm-nt by
2 William Bbcocki andons, Renort on the Ofnjit
Rergriner the BTko H1 Are o plq 91p1E0-A..anr
construction firms who found its steep slopes forbidding
without prior excavation or regrading. Moreover, the
Hill constituted a "barrier to the free flow of traffic
into the certral business district and the civic center
from the North, Northwest, and Western sections of the
city and county. As a result Bunker Hill would later
be termed an "island of blight" by those who looked to-
ward changing that image.
Beside an economic image that barred development,
Bunker Hill w s said to have weak physical imae as well,
this in a city where the most obvious image was freeways.
There were no tall, impressiVe buildings, with the oossi-
- ble exceptiQn of City Hall. Bunker Hill its height not-
withstanding, could not providle the City -with an "image".
As Kevin Lynch described it:
Bunker Hill in Los Angeles is an e emle. of
a district w.ith fairly stronr character and
historical essoiation on 9 very shar.top-
ographical feature lyinq! ever closer to the
heart of the city than does Beacon Hill. Yet
the city drives nrogd this element. bu7.s
its toporantic ede' in Affice build.s,
breaks off its npth connections an9 e+'"ct-
ively csuses it to fae9e or disapnrr fr
- the city- imace....Bunk' FilJ is not stronrL
image desnite its hisoticl connotati-ns....
This situation, Lynch concluded, offered a "strikinr opr-
ortunity for chane in the trbn lsndscnpe.
Thus, chnee on Bunker Hill offered to planners
3 ibid., p.10
4 Kevin Lynch, The Tmae of the City, Crcmbrid'en, TechnoloT7
Press, 1960, pp. 71,36
ibid., r.71
.4
3
erually -with businessmen thn orportunity to promote their
interests and professional views of the City. While one
group saw in Bunker Hill the opportunity for effeciency
and economy ii the relitions of- the cntral business dis-
trict, the other saw a rotential for planning the beaut5
and wholesomeness of the City. Whether desires for the
City Efficient and the City 1eautiful could forge a com-
promise remained the lynchpin of Ony redevelopment aspir-
atoions materializing in Los Angeles. However, one plan-
ner saw a broad plarning policy as effecting a "more
beautiful, more efficient, more symmetrical city" through
consciously irtecrafed patterns of planning dominated
by competent leaders suported by an active social con-
science", that sought not the advarcement oif enrirthment
of any particular individual or specifi.c interest or ind-
ividual or professional cle'sses but promotion of the gen-
6
eral welfare* of all the people.
These "comnetent leaders as history would show
could be none other than leadirxr olanners and businessmen.
The social conscience that would guide them, however, was
less obvious; for the conscience of the city's had no trad-
ition'of planning and regulation. This was a social
ponscience which.could care less about the probl'eihs of the
central city in its suburban-obliviori. Many residents
6 Rockwell D. Hunt, "The Sirnifidanen of' Plannin, " in Los
AnP'eles: Prefehnne to a Gerera n, Geor'e Robbins, Ed.
Los Anoeles: Pcific Southwes demy, 1941, p.295
qI
rarely visited the downtown area, satisfying mapy con-
sumer and cultural needs at suburban shopping centers,
recreation areas, and theaters. The number of people
in the metropolis who worked in the central area was
small relative to the number who commuted'to work daily
at any of several regional metropolitan cores like
Lone Beach or Santa Monica or the Miracle Mile, all of
which competed for the honor of "heart of.the city" long
ith the original core itself.
The pattens that comprised this li festyle aould
only lead to an indifferent popi.lons on the issue of rede-
veloping Bunker Hill. Such a roposal if properly plan'ed
# executed woul counter the city' s -decentralizing trend.
More. import,,ntly, it would ask Los Angeles to compromise
its lon-felt quest f6r the-"cood comrnmnity" in favor of
the "aret metronolis", one t7t w,*ould be well. planned
and re.9ulvteA. he new otterns would brinm the middle
classes back to the central city, o-iving the city a solid
downtown image much like -hat in almost every other Amer-
ican city.
Whethpr the City could support sc.h a p!Toposal
given.its po.liti-cal Pnd reorraphic fra mentifnt could
not bk rivrn as an obvious -rosi~ibity. A .Ieak mayor syst m
7 See Robert M.' Fo elson, The Franmmented hetropolis: Los
Angeles, 1850 to 1930, Cambridge,Harvard UnVewrsity
Press, 196 7
5'
with a potentially indifferent constituency would likely'
not rive emerpence to an active noliticalintrcessor
in favor of urban renewal.
Urban renewal remained throug~h the first half
of the twentieth centu-ry nothing more than a dream for
business and planning aspirants, for even with requisite
politicn 1support, urban redevelopment was an objective no
city ao'uld tndertaketwithout incurring snbstantial public
debts. For this reason Los Angeles in the 1920's was
unable to abil' itself of desires to reorade Binker Hill.
It would thus be left to external state'and na-
tional political de'velopments to open the way for the
redevelorment of Bunker Hill ih the second half of the
century.
Pln nninr- fn- Th e Bunker Fill PRno act
"Shall we in Los An7eles attem-ot to
-rehbilitate this section of the city ir a
wa-y which future Tenerations can be rrud
bf; or shell we let it--let nature take its
course and see what develops in natural 'svs?"
Councilnan Holland, 1956
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EXHIBIT #3
The Bunker Hill Area
. I I . .
Preliminary Binker Hilil Plnnin 1931-1951
Any plans that may have existed in the 1930's
had to.be postponed as the Depression made impossible
private as well as public rossibilities for rejuvenatin
Bunker -ill. Subseoucntly, World War TI forced the post-
ponement of such consid:rations, as well. But the real
problems of financinT projedts and legally assembling
large rarcels of lnnd were ever present. Thus, a su-
gesti n that Buniker Hill be converted into a "veritable
arcitectural jewel" in 1943, which would present "modern,
architecturally beeutiful apartm'ent structures and apart-
ment hotels" after the war was over, lay in the archives
as the city retained an inablity to settle two potentially
bothersome problems.
~These two nroblems were partially resolved in
1945 by the papsace of the California Uommunity Redevel-
ooment Act.. The new law allowed for the- creation of loc-
al public amencjes in charge of urban renewal wh: ch would
'be empowered with right of eminent domain. Hurdled by
this provision was the problem of legally assembling the
large parcels required for urban renewal. In addition,
the law provided for the institution of a community re-
develooment fund from the city to ray for administration
ana salaries. However, write-down subsidies would have
to come from the local community, leaving the main finan-
7
F.
cial dilemma unresolved.
The Communitv Redevelooment Act, as a state law,
in effect by-passed the local community. While politi-
cally Los Anmeles may have resented the new law, the
agency to be crented would not be a legal component of
the gpvernment of the City of Los Anpeles; rather it
would behave legaIlv a? a state corporation, thereby
avoiding many traditional local controls like review
by referend9um. The creation of a community redevelop-
ment agency woild ben subservient to city control only
insofar as agency members werp aynointed by the- mayor
and egency plans required city council arroval.
Thus, in qP a city ordinance created the
Community Redevelmpment Aency of the City 6f Los An-
geles. One year later, many financial obstacl-eswere
hurdled for the new agency by the passage of the no sin
Act of 1.9'L9.from a .contrer ional omhibus bill containin
rrovisions. for financial subsidi-ntion of urban redevelon- -
ment*projects. The Apency would be come the official
negotiating agent and local public agency .(LPA) for
receiving oovernment funding at the rate of two-thirds
the net cost of a project.
In add.ition, the City. Council apmroved the
Agency's budget of $20,000 to cover Administrative expense.
which would exclude salaries for its modest s aff of seven.
Mayor Fletcher Bowron appointed an Agency Executive Director
as well as a four-man Board of Directors. William T.
Sesnon, a San Fernando Valley Rancher with oil interests
was selected for the Ilob of Executive Director. The
new Board would be coroosed of the i'resident of Broad-
way Department Stores, the only businesman on the Bonard;
the Presient of the Los Angeles Realty Board; the P'es-
ident of the Nntional Association of Home Builders; and
the Executive Director of the Los Anoeles Hbusing Author-
ity.
The Ageny's first action alonc with the City Plan-
ning.CommissionI was to declare fifteen areas in 1951
as blirhted and in need of .redevelopment. Bunker Hill
1yould be the-city's prime target. There were worse neih-
borhoods and one of tl- other fourteen areas- could have
been found to need renewal more desperately, but Eunkrer
Hill-' s import.nt downtown lbc ation made it number one.
The City's main -planninr orient'-.ti-n at the time
rested on a rhilosbnhy composed of three .complnentary
roals. A 1951 Haynes Foundation report stated these ob-
jectives as follows:
1.. The integration of forces of co- life that
tend now toward disintegration;
2. Organization of livir', wdrkin7, shoppine,
and. olaying area -into community patterns;
1 Robert Alexander and Drayton S. Bryant, Re-buildin7 a
City: A Study of Redevelorment Problevrs in Los Angeles,
Los Aneles; The Haynes iundation, 1951
-9-
3. Creation of an attractive environment through-
out the city so' that a. familv can choose a
dwellinm Olace that is convenient rs well as
desirable.
Hence, under this outlook it was not surprising that the
preliminary plan for Bunker Hill called for thirty-seven
'213-story enartment buildins. A demand survey had indicated
a desire for living downtown by some ?5% to 30% central city
employees of various income levels. The goal was to build
new housing on Bunker Hill for niddle-and lower-middle class
young marrid couples-and sin-le persons. The -idea of con-
structing luxury' warden type apartments was reject& b
consultant B?bcock, presumably because wealtbier Troups are
more interested in horreownerhio than in so-called in-town
living. A feasibility for retail stores and parkinm mr-
ages wps also found. However, the development of new office
space on Bunker.Fill-was not proposed.
Plans notwithstanding, urban renewal in -Los An eles
and the rest of California had yet to be firmly establd.shed.
For .one thin , the Agency's leg'al tiirht to eminent domain
-powers was still uncertain, for its constitutionality was
vet to be asserted by the courts.
With the 1949 Housing Act, the Afren-cy could still.
not admit that "money was no object". Still to beanswered
wns the ouestion of !Tether Los Ancreles would supply even
2 .At -he time there was a city odinance restrictincr build-
ing heights to 13 stories--an earthquake safety measure.
3 Henry Babcock, The Feasibility of Redeveloping Bunker i l
Los Angelt s; Los Angel-s, 1951
its one-third share of project ~cbsts as required by the
federal government. In 1951, Los Angeles answered the
question by rejecting a $5 million redeveloDMent bond
issue, which was a blow in oeneral to the areas redevelop-'
ment hopes. As a result the Agency was forced to, phase
out many of its operations; staff size was cut from seven
to three-and William Sesnon -offerred his resirTnation.
The Bunker Hill project area itself was teduced from
over 13O acres to one no larger than a city block on which
a rarkin! lot was to be "built".-' However, this modified
Bunker Hill would be used for anoth.*r purrose: testing the
redevelorment law. Plans 1ere to enter the project in a
ur,."friendl suit" initiated by the. Agency rather
thnn itin for notential opnonents to file their own.
ThiJ move would reduce liti ation time from one-9nd-a-
Just as it. had prepared to rhase out ccrmr-
letelv all o- tr major operations, the Aopency was Civen
a new life with the passa re of Pmorosition 18.which allo ed
for the funding of- renewal pro,-Icts-usin so-called tax
increment funding. Under this fgyfmula any tax increases
'that accrue 'from redevelopment are diverted to a soecial
Ir
agency fund to npe debts incurred In financing the rr6ji'ct.
The logic of the. law. which la'ter became an amendment in 1
the state constitution, is that tax
incre-es*resultinr from redevelorment a e lIrtyoy the
work of the agency and thus should be funnelled back
to the agency until.the project is comrlited and pairl
for. Taxing aencies like special districts meanwhile
do not lose -all project revenues, only the increments;
the taxing agencmis receive the same tax revenues they
collecte.d in a base year at the commencement of the pro-
ject. However, taxing argencies may be the bigrest losers, CZ
ike are forc-d to forer o tax increases that w uld haie oc-
curred Jesnite the project.whose revenues are frozen
by law at- the base year level.
The city as a legal entity' gains since the debts
of the projoct do not belong to it, but to the Agency as
a st..te corporation. In this respect, .'roposition 18
offers its greatest poitical a-preal: It costs the city
nothing to finance -he nroject, other rhan rayiie the
Agency's administrative exoenses. Hence, with Proposi-
tion 18 the Agency was able- to~by-rass city Dolitics by
having special districts (taxing agencies) oay for the pro-,-
.ject through foregone revenues. It is this element of
the state, the redevelopment agency, that'is as much res-
ponsible for yrban renewal. as th f ederal' Povernment. Its
mere existence helped to hurdle local political resis-
tnnce to urban renewal; Pronosi'ion 18 reinforced that
position.
The state and federal !government are, however, not
alone in the- ascendance of urb n renewal. In 1954, Berman
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v. Parker in -the federal courts ruled in favor of the
constituionality of urban renewal. In California the
landmark case, Redeveloprment Amency v. Hayes, cleared
the way f6T Bunker Hilt and many future cases.
Thus, althoup-h the Aency in 1951 was preparing
for its friendly suit, -its necessity was negat ed by the
broad decision set by Redevelopment v. y which dec-
lared the Community Redevelopm'ent Act constitutional and
urban renewal a public use.
Tentative Plan 1956
Having cleared le6al, financinl, and political
ostacles(by no work of its own) the Arency boen the
more specific endeavor of cont racting 1-1ith the federal
qovernment to conduct more studies of Bunker Hill. In
1954, a mrant of W5-5,825 was authoried by Washin ton
to "cover expenses of conducting a complete study of the
Bumker Hill urban renwal proiect." T- is was virtuall:.
a commitmrent to redevelon Bunker ill even though more
specific plans had y t to be appmroved by either the frd-
eral government or the city council; one-third of a mil-
lion dollars was a subst;antial amount, sufficient enough
to discourage the invalidation by the cbuncil or the federa1
4 Redevelooment Agency of the 6ity and Cou+-,- of San Francisco
et al. v. Hayes et al., 1 A 777 (1954)
5 Annual Renort to the City Council by the Community Redevelop-
ment Agency of the City of Los Angeles, Fiscal Year 1955,
City Council File 72?05, Los Angeles,
I!! I I I I I! ! 1; ;1!1 1.15 0 q I! I,!! A I 1:17 11 1 1m g 1, 11 " 11 .1 1 11 - : ;' 11 ... , " I
government of any plan that would emerge.
Through a resolution in 195 , the City Council ap-
proved the Agency's plan to contract with the federal govern-
ment for the nlannin& advance. The vote wps nearly unananimous
with only councilman Roybql, representing the Bunker Hill
distridt, 'dissenting. Various civic Troups and interests
came out to voice their opinions on the proposed federal grant.
In its support were the downtown Businessman's Association,
the Greater Los Angeles CIO Building Trades Council, Build-
ing dwners ascition, Civic Improvement Association of
Southern California, and the President of the Bank of Amer-
ica. Against the.'resolution were property owners on Bunker
Hill nd the Apartm ent. Owners Association of Los Angl7s.
A tentative plan was comoleted in 1956. It was speci-
fic only in.its detailing of proposed land use changes fo-r
Bunker Hill and in its citing of various reports on the on-
omic feasibility of the project.
One primiary aim was to show -Bunker Hill as a poor,
blighted, slum neighborhod. .A joitt Health Department, Re-
development Agency, and Planning Commission survey of the
area had indicated that only 15.R of the structures on
6
Bunker Hill were acceptable,while 62..4' substandard or worse.
Dwellincr units and rooming -units were determinpd to have a
substand.ard rate or worse of 616
6 The Bunker -Til.l Area. Tos -m"el es, Onli frrni -: Te+rmin ati on
of Flight, Joint survey, Commu iP e oment Amency,
Planning Oommi ssinn, and C0tv Health Aean:mnt, nril, 1051
14~
1.
acceptable Structures 15.E
poor . 06
sub'standard " 24.6c/
slum "37.8%
-The 'urvey attempted to demonstrate that the slopes
of Bunker Hill barred the services of transit systems up
and down the liill; that streets were of inadequate width
and overly steep so as to provide a serious traffic hazard;
and by virtue of the fact that over 30b of the area was
covered by streets and alleys the-logical choice was rede-
velopment.
The 1956 Tentative Plan itself insisted that with
redevelopment there would be a minimum disturbance of fam-
ily life since over two-thirds of Bunke. Hill's residents
were single persons and of the families 734 were childless
couples. Furthermore, disruption of homeownershi# would
be limited since only 296 of the 7,310 residents were owner/
residents. Of those who would have to move elsewhere, the
Agency argued, most could afford higher rents and better
housing. Whether the people on Bunker Hill were prepared
to rearrange their budgets to accomodate redevelopment was-
an entirely different matter.
Still. the Agency's depiction of .Bunker Hill was one
of transciency. The Plan stated that since one-half of
Bunker Hill's single person residents lived in rooming
houses, that mroun could "therefore be considered transient."
This was-of course: a cultnrally biased oresumotion since
-15-
Amany groups that entertain such an annarently transient
life style do in fact have a strong nei hborhood attraction
but are not nermit'-ed to develop permanent ec-nomic roots
by situational circumstances totally divorced from their
personal volition.7  foreover, this nossibility wps more
obvious in Bunker Hill than in most ot.her neighborhoods since
45A of the population was over sixty and hence less mobile
Sthan .5 neir'hborhood with a -ounger profile.
It --as also su-gested that relocation problems wo'ld
be mirimized b-y the fact that 2O% were elin-ible for public
housing.. But altho' gh there were some 450 #ublic housing
units within two miles of Bunker Hill, howmany would be
vacant and available to Bunker Hill rasidents remained an
unanswered ouesti an.. In general, Los Aneles' vacancy rate
8
in nrivate housing was higher than that for most cities.
A high vacency rate, is a popular argument for advo-
cating the feasibility of urban renewal.
Demograrhically,. Bunker Hill's oopulation was 11%.,
Mexican American, 3% black, and 2.4% Asian. It was the den-
*sest area in Los Angeles with a gross density of between
73 and 95 -people per acre. However, the density indicator
popular in 1951 as an areument..for showing blight was later
abandoned when redevelopment itself would bring on even ereater
7 See -liot Liebow, Tally's Uorn-r,. Boston: Little Brown, 1967
8 See Bernard Frieden, The Future of Old Npio-hborhoods, Camb:-
ridge: M.I.T. Press, 19;4 for a discussion of rendiel pros-
pects i Los Ancels HSrtford, and New York, pp. 12O-1
'4
4densities. 
- G;tei. densities were no Innger in vogue
as accurate social indicators or a double standard was ir-
stitute, one for poor,decayinp nrirhborhoods and another
for rich, redeveloped areas.
Bunker Fill was pictured as a "civic haunt" as well.
The city paid to the area 8724,100 in services while rebeivinr
only A106,120 in reveues. The district was defi'itly poor
with a median income of A1800. Twenty-one perr cent were re-
ceivin, some form of public assistande, Old'Age Assistance
comprisising two-hirds of the caseload; only 60;1 lived on
wag 3-s and salaries. Its civi.c haint status was further de-
- 10
clared b - the A encv with the followinP sta.tistics:
Bunker Hill Los Anreles
- Fires per acre .800 .097
crime per 1000 pop. 88 43
arrests per 000 pot. 618 71o.
Tuberculosis per 1000 nop.423 84
The validity of these fic-ures is difficult to asc':rtain
since the recordin7 methods were not disclosed, however con-
vincingly they were. rresented to the. public and the city
ciuncil. Yet it was noted later by on-onents of the project
during. public heariness that .the statistical rrea .for record-
inr7 vice crimes was "ct errvendered" because whqt the city
9 Los Angeles Times, July 5, 19.6
10 Fio-ures are from vaFrious police, health denr-ment, and
fire. department renorts conducted betwern 1955 and 195?
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surveyers delineat* d as "Bunker Hill" differed from the
Agency's project boundaries, thus including in police
surveys nonproject area districtb. Moreover, whatever
crimes may have occurrred on Bunker Hill were committed
on the area boundaries (usually H411 Street) and less
often in the oroject area itself. Bunker Hill was pred-
ominantly residential but contained on its edges several
bars that may have unfairly implicated the entire neigh-
borhood which las socially distinct from its boundary areas.
Final Plan 1959
The 1959 Final Plan for the redevelopment of Bunker
Hill circumscribed project boundaries along Hill Street,
First Strect, the Harbor Freeway, and Fifth Street, enclo-
sing over 30 city blocks or 136 acres,Amiaking it the largest
renewal oroject in the United States. The new lan-called
for high rise, upcer income residential develooments, along
with retail, parking, and office snace land use. A hei.ht
restriction was removed by the city council in 1957 clear-
ing -he way for the develonment of Los Angeles' first
skyline, the absence of which had aeprived the city of a
visible architectural imane.
While plans and earlier studies had recommended
primarily residential development for middle and lower in-
come workers in the downtown area, the 1959 Plan called
.7
called for a daytine population of 40,000 (comnpred to the
areads preredevelopment population of 8,000). This wor-
king population did not include some 6,000 to 7,000 people
who.world liva n the nrojec+'s residential developments.
The diversion to higher use office space development
would brirn higher tax revenues, since the intensity of
develonment would be much Frest- r. AccompanvinT the chan e
in orientation wos the conversin ofn the A- encv Board of
Direators toward a 10014 businessman comnosition. Gone were
repr6sentativeg of housing interests in the city that were
once an-ointed by ia or Bowron. ..The new in yor, Nor-is Poul-
len,left the 'Agency only one of us ori-inal Directors,
businessman, Edward Carter. Added were Dwight L.
Clrke , Director of Gcc-ident a Liffe Ghrrnem Compy and its
nest nresident; J. Howard Edperton, president of California
Savings and Loan Associati n; and Allerton Jeffries, presi-
dent of Jeffries Banknote Company.
A feasibilty study earlier had recommended develop- -
ments that would bring the highest revenues since the decentral-
-ization problemshad grawn worse since the Babcock firm had
11
considered them in 1931. The same firm was now noting that
several other regional cores like the Miracle Mile
Century City, and Westwood were competing successfully a ainst
the central city whose buildinrn area since 1931 had
11 Reno-t on the Economic mes of thn BuTnker Mil1 Renwal
Proorer, Fenr- Bn.%bcock, Tos Anrls, Ma-or y l', 19j'6
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declined by 2 i while the o-nulation in Los Anmeles
County had incrcased 1 Thus, it was not. surprising
that as early as 1956, the Agenc'y was announcinr thnt
maior Eastern inpurpnce comnnnies were interested in
develonin Bunker H;l1. in an effort to reverse the trenA
The pronosed redevelopment nro ject would not be
a sma-ill orie. The net cost (grosc nro.ject cost .ess site
i provements and property ac(uisition) would be 929 mil-
lion, -ore third.jf which would be paid by the community
throih local cash grqnts-in-aid (locally financed rublic
improvements), tex ,credits (property tax losses dfe to
tomorary ownership by the Agency of project real estate),
nnd tax allocati n bonds. The total public anrivate
investment would be 4250 million and the ros- project
cost,.'hich includes the cost of trensfers in buyin land
from cwners and sellincr to develors,4oT71 ul enout t09
mi. llion.
Before anythin7 could herre- however, the enc
mas reruired by 1 to hold public h'-n-'in s on the propo sl
before the city c.mcil. They wer to be heldin 1956 on the
Tentative P].an and 1959 on the Final Plan. If they coul
be. r-.pIClhy cornpleted, -Bunker Hill woulF! be oompleted
around 1962. 'As it turrnd out, however, the hearings listed
eight months, the lonrest. for any renewal project in the
country.
20
Response to the Re'ievelonment Plan
.4
" his oanization rould lean over
backw ard to let -oresetnt onemrs
participate."
illim!3r T. Sesnon
(L.A. Times,. 9/l/56)
.4
.1
Public Hearinp's
The Los Angeles Times editorialized strongly in
favor of redtevelopaent in 1955 after having heard talk
of redevelopment for seven years. A staunch supporter
of the Bunker Hill the Times wrote:
The more than four-fold increase in the Bun-
ker Hill tax return is a prime argument for
the venture. It was wronR to say the hill
is a slum ar a and should be cleared solely
for that reason: It is not a slum, as some
have--indiqnantly claimed. But it is a deter-
iorating neighborhood, and the history of
such neichhorhoods sugests that if it were
permitted to take its 'dourse it would some
day be a slum. The community will nrofit
more and sooner b7 doine what ip foresirhted
than by doj n7 in the future.whnt would be in-
perative.
One indi nant suoporter of the asserti n that Bunker Hill
was a slum was, of cpurse, the Agency, for it would have
to show that blight existed on Bunker Hill before it could
proceed with the project. The forrnpt for such a presen-
tation would be public hearingr . But they woul also pro,
vide a foruni by which the oronents of Bunker Hill red-
evelopment would conterd that in fact Bunker HIll was not
blighted and could undergo nrtural renewal. through orivate
rehabilitation and redevelopment. Opnonents wouild face an
up hill battle; the ArerpT had money, experts, and a pro-
fessionaline that could outmatch arquments of layman who
di . not make .a living t inkinr about urban renewal.
-21-
The Arency was well prepared for the hearinrs on
the Tentative Plan in 195F and on the Final Plan in 1956.
To support its contentions the-Agency produced the testi-
monv of prominent redevelopers, Agency professional staff, and
Agency consulting firm representativeg.
In truth, the hearirgs had already started a ye-ar
earlier in 1955 whel the entire city councilalonf with
the mayor,-was flown to Pittsbur h at Agency expense to in-
spect a successf-ul redevelopment project similar to the
one proposed for Bunker Hill. The Agency had thus been
sellin;g the nroject for many months rrior to the commence-
ment of official hearins before the council.
For the hearings this process was'reversed as orom-
inent developers from the EAst were flown argain at A ency
expense) to examine the Pinal Plan± and testify on behalf of
its economic feasibility. Oome were there generate enthu-
siasm for the project which the Agency hoped would rub off
on the city council whose aprrovalWA needed to execute
the program. The A-ency's star witness was public entrep e-
neuir, William Zeckendorf of Vebb and Knapp who had been
flown in fori New York for the srecial aprearance. 7 eck-
endorf predicted that BRnnker Hill would gt-r-ct "eiants who
ordinarily are in cometition in bther cities of your state
and. our nation." "Bunker Hill,".he said, "would be the
sinole most impor-n-t devel>rment since. the concert of
freew s" comparincr the feat that was proposed 6n Bunker
.22-
4Hill to San Marco Square in Venice, New York's Rockefeller
Center, ?n' the Greek Parthenon. 2
Roger L. Stevens of the 'syndicate that built the
Empire State bui1dinf warned that !'conncions-snreadinc
of the city is going to continually be more expensive, advis-
in& that it was time that Los Anc-eles went into T"vertical.
livinm and vertical occupanCv of office buildings. P.G.
Winnett of Bullocks DePnartment Stores proclaimed enthusiasti-
ca1.ly that with the comoletion of the junker H 11lproject
Los -Angeles "'ill have earned the rir ht to be called a
mreat city."' Howe,ver, warnpd a 'well known developer from
Chicago, this could not occur withoit the temoval of the
"presence of Bunker Hill obsolescence in the civic front
yard--on the front lawn of our civic ceviter."
Homer Hoytj an Agency consultqnt from New York Cit.,
saw the absence of office space in Los- An eles as redced
the greatnesr of the city. He noted3 that Los Angeles had
only one-third the office space of Chicago;o. ner capita
office sace .even the small town of Midland, Texas boasted
a high.er figure than Los Ano: les.
Agency stpff members also testified in favor of their
nlans for relocation, disposition, and oropertv manaoement.
In addition' the Agency presented an elaborate slide show
2 Specific dates and oampes of hearine co:ments will not be
cited. Public Hearinrrs on the Redevelonment Plan for
the Bunker HillTFo~ict by thF roomuni tvRdvelonment
Adency before the CityCouncil, (tronscrts) on taentp-
tive TIn: J1I 10 to -enternbe 6, 1956: on r1 plan:
June 24 . lot thro-ugh January R, 1959, Los Argel es, Counc i
File #85141. Citfr Clerk's Office.
demonstrtin V 1 dangerous and unhealthy conditions on
Bunker Hill like decaying buildings and heilth and safety
statistics.
The hearings, rather than resembling a forum where
the Agency would nresent their plan in a detached and ob-
jective manner, were handled in the fashion of a court
tripl with the Agency advoca.ting a specific plan.. The
Aency presented its finnl arguments in -958 like a trial
l awye r t rying to convince an une: 8y jury in this
case was . city council:
You saw the sli',es Tren-hically depicting the
livinr conditiOs in the area. You saw the
charts showing the number of old, substandard
and dangerous buildinrs-r-the number of buildings
as to which demolition is the only answer. You
saw for yourselves the overcrowding of build ngs
in the area....You heard and you saw the eVidence
regarding the high crime and arresrt rates in.
the area. You sPw...
One attorney for'Bunker Hill redevelooment opponents com-
mented: "They put. on a nood show."
Meanwhile, Agency adversaries saw snecial meaning
in the trial nature of the hearines since they were prepared-
to take the case all .the way to the supreme court of Calif-
ornia if necessary. For this reas6n they were careful to
have included in the records, of the he-:rin s all of their
c-.ntentions.:-no court would touch the- case otherwise, espe-
cially if one of the .cornoloints charred that the hearincrs
ZIq
were unfair.
The major opponents of the plen w re a group of
well organized propw-rty ownerq.who were represented at the
he'ring~s by eirht attorneys. Tn contrast, tenants' objec-
tions were poorly articulated ut neither could 'matbh the
Agency s leverage and promotion techniques.
While rronerty owners took the bulk of oppohent'
hearing time, a. few individuals and organizations like the
Sons of the American Rnvoluti.n feared that urban renewal
would be a thre't to economic freedom, democenci, ard ex-
pressed a view t1aht the Acency was attemptincr to create
"disospble cities! HTowever, the roiom 4hat countennncod the
most grive and direct economic loss ,,ere to be the Tre- rty
owners who would be forced to relinouish their .nropertyr to-
large developers who would profit. greatly from Bunker H11l.
Trey argued that the area would develop without rpub-
lic intervention throu-h? /n t redevelonment. While amreeinm
with the Agency tht Bunker HiLl was in poor conition, they
differed on causes. They asserts that various historicly
contingent frctors h'd led to Bunker il1's deterioratin-1"
state.. First, c a short ages in the 19.O's prevented
natu-al redevelonmert. During the 1940's the War delayed
decisions to rebuild. Since then, rreat rncertainty had been
cre-ted b'y construction of -(owntown freeways which. forced
property owners to aspume a "wait and see" attitude. In the
I .
1950's, the Agency created more uncertainty at a time when
market situations indicated --apidly rising property values.
Property owners argued that Bunker Hill could renew itself
with Private canital. One oononent recommended to the coun-
cii that 22,0 rehabilitation funds be contracted by the city
for Bunker Hill, but that was the redevelopment agency's
furctibng Gand the Agency already had other .plans for the
Hill. An appeal to the Agency would have been useless.
Instead the opponents aprealed to the city council, argu-
ing that substantial new develooment had been occurring im-
miediately outside'theeproject's perimeter, all of which had
succeed4d in assembling large parcels of land. However, the
Agency saw this argument in reverse: developments had been
occurrinr all along around Bunkp-r HIll but not on it, mak-
ing it an island of blight, a situation that could never
change without public renewal.
. As permitted by the Relevelopment Act, several al-
ternative plans were nresented at the hearings by property
owners, but none could match the professionalism of the
Agency's 'lan. Alternative plans were not.Trounded on
feasibility studies since they could not afford to commis-
sion them and none.of the o.-ponents were architects or-
planners; the only skill at their disposal was ler.al assis-
tence from their eight lawyers. A ty-ical alternatiirc plan
was Henry Gold-man's four-os'e brief which made the fcllowin"
points:
. P
4Th- t'
1. the nro.ject be predomincntly residential;
2. property or-mers he al],owed to Participate;
3. o ernes he rrranted the same orivileres as re ular
deve-lopers;--
4. t Axinc- qgenote5 be miven the rk -ht t6 anprove
ahv t-x allocation bond. issue;
5. relocation -rovisions be adequate;
6.. the city s share of th- nroject never exceed
two-thirds of the c'ost;
7. land disposition assesment include the cost of
of site improvements, and that owner/particioants
Day no more than their oro rata share of site
improvements;
8. write-down on land be waived only.if land cannot
be sold.
Several of these points were of legal nature (i.e.,-oestio
ing the legality of tax allocation bond issues without the
c-nsent of the affected taxinr agencies). The*ir inclusion
in an alternative plan served the ourpose of providin- writ-
ten record for a Judge at a later time to consider, and
not so much an architectural or planning document .seekin7
to replace the Agency's own nlan. For- this reason the lenmth
of the hearing was not surprisig. -
Another alternative plan called for' the exclusion of
a section of the proiect nrea known as the" Aroa South of
Fourth street" from the Arrency redevelopment rlans. Strong
arpuments were presented for not inckhding it. The area
wes covered b7 few b,'il inc's (1e4); rone of th'e *gency's
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pathologieswhich it attribute to Bunker Hill, existed
in the area south of fourth street. In fact, two real
estate appraisers had ser arately predicted that the area
could develop with private capital in fashion similar to
developments south of the challenged area--
i.e. the OBDO Brigg's,whose alternative plan suggested
exclusion insisted that the area was more lorically an
extension of the CBD th'en of Bunker Fill and that. exclusion ~
therefore was more logical.
The Agency admitted that while. parts of Bunker Hill
as well as a few bidldings.on it riay not have ben blighted
their inclusion in the project was warranted by -the nerd
for effective and sovd, over--all planningr of the Pntire
Bunker Hill area. Moreover, the Supreme Court had ruled in
1954 that certain areas could be included which were not
blighted at the discretion of the renewal agency and the
legil1ative body (cit" cmnil).
All other alternative plans were criticized and re-
ected by the Argency and the City Plannnc Commission for
sufferir' from the followinc: a) going asainst the need for
over-all comnrehensive plannin ; b) not eliminating certain
substndard areas; c) no+ correctin7 steep grades that present
traffic problems; d) retaining inadequate lot sizes; e)
retaining an i.mproper mixture of conflicting land uses;
and f) not raising land use standards to highest and best
possible use. The City Planninm Commission agreed'
28
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It seems ohvious that while the nlternate
may remedy the deteriorction of certain
blighted buildings, they will not .emedy
environmental blight, inadequate street
patterns, mixcure of conflicting land-
uses, unhealthy social environment, and
extreme fire hazards, and would merely de-
lay genuine 3edevelopment on a sound econ-
omic basis.-
Beside submitting alternative plans, opponents
returned crticisms to the Agency's own plans. Questinn-
ing the economic feasibility of the'bunker Hill plan, they
failed to see how the Agency's land acquisition budget
would be sufficfent to ourchase all of Bunker Hill from
pr-sent pronerty owners. The figure of $51 million would
be insuffircient, threy argued, since Juries in condemnation
proceedings would be reouired to award land prices at values
that included proposed new uses. The Agency responded,
citing a where the courts had ruled the. o-nosite, that
the dontrary was true: juries map not consider the vol1e
of proposed new-uses. Opporents also claimed that -urchas-
ng land for 851 million, then sellin it to developers
for B'3 mill-in, was poor business. T e Agency- insistdd,
however, that the 151 million firure included the costs of
demolition 'and purchase of Droperty that ': be demolished
necesci-ating a write-down of 'A23 million.
Objectors throng11out the hri-s misunder
some of thne finnncial enA technical considerntions of
the rroject, as the Pbove inaccurncies inrlie.te, 1mt the7
.5 3Tentative Plhan Hearin-s, Auoust 25, 1956
4 A Cunty of Toc Anveles v. HC', 13 0n . An.2d.. 74, -.'8
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had little planning assistance or-facts and figures at their
disposable. In one inst nce o ponents requested apraisal
values for Bunker Hill property to prove their contention
that the A enly would not have sufficient funds to purchase
all -f 'the parcels. They insisted that Agency refusal to
release the information was based on a fear that property
values would go "sky high" if suddenly known..
The Agency replied that it would be impossible to
release ao raisals for the following reasons:
-- appraisals are privileped information in con-
demnatior 'nroceedi.n- under the California
Code of Civil Procedure.
-- Contrpcts sionP'd.ith aopraisers made the in-
formation confidential
-- There release -as not in the public interep+
Yet for reasons of eouity in the hearings, oroperty owno-
could not heed the Agency' s suggestion that ther purchP'e
their own anprpisal since the eoat -of doing so, ,84,O000,
was well beyond what. they colld afford.. -roperty owners
were left to nursue other means by which to prove their
contenti ons.
At several points in the hearin rs, onronents eiie-
ti oned the propriety of comissioning three economic'
feasibility studios. Snecifd1y, " they acC11Sd the A erncy
of seouentially hiring three different firms7 +o study the
foasibilty of residential developments intil it fcdrd one
that subst ntited their predilecti-ms. In 1956 henry
Babcock h-d concluded that their was no rnrket for mid lo
income housinc- on Bunker ill. Anot-her study was then nom-
missioned in 1957 from the Stanford Research Institute which
corroborated Babcock in noting that demand was "particularly
strong amonT persons of lower and middle income; since it is
this segment tbt is most affected by the rising cost of
home own-erchip." 5 Finally, Homer Hoyt was hired from New
York City to conduct his own-surveys. He recomendsd~ res-
identieal d velonment for mid'l.e .and upper middle income
groups--a recomrndation that was adopted bT the Agency in
its final plan.
In-its defense, the Amency insisted that all three
renorts were consulted and that the decision in favor of
luxury housing was bpsed on review of the methods -and data
of -all three. The city council did not press the issue, con-
cendinig to the Agency discretion in the matter. Certain
councilmen admitted th t. they could barely understand the
technical feasibility reprts let alone analyze them and
reach their own conclusions..
The Agency's ownership partic.ipation lan was also
accused of being discriminatory to rroperty owners since
under its orovisions objectorsdcomnlained that ".only bil-
lionaires could participate", where-s the Community Re'develop-
ment Act, Section 33?32 suggested that if,
5 The Fesibilite of Kesiaential Develonmnent in the Bunker
Hil~ Pro.iect,~* nford esearch insti~tte, Menlo rk.
Alternative n1ans are submitt-d, the legis-
l'tive bodv 'sh.all Mivp nyefererce to the
plan which will best redevelop the project
area in conformity with the purpose and
policies of this prt Pnd master or 7enerpl
plan for the comnunity, and which reouires
the lDast interf rencr wie the contirncd
n1r.oyment of exis r, rtopnet rihts con-
sistentith the r""m-oses oP this rrt.
(emnhesir added)
Naturally, the property owners alternative plans provided
the highest retention of prooerty rigbts, but their relation
to the master plan and other narts of the Act was .a matter
to be decided by the city council and, conceivably, the,
coirts. The existence of an ab'olute right of participa-
tion was thus not evident.
In nrectical terms, however, the Agency made it
impossible for present property owners to participate since
the iiTial rlan made -financial responsibility mandatory, as
well as the assembly of large parcels, neither of which the
average -oroperty owner on Bunker Hill could comply with due
to his inaccessibility to large caoital and his ownership
of limited size narcels.
Project ooonents did not fall short of limitinP7
their attacke to the Agency' s plan. They also impugned the
char cters of several Acency members. First, they brought
out tht Wil iam T. Sesnon was not a resident elector of
Los Anreles, but of Reverly Hills, which they claimed %ns
sufficient to discharcre "Ir. Sesnon of the rirrht to serve
es- A ency F""ecutive Director. Second a conflict of
nteretAii h Greter Los n-les Plans Tncorrnorated, a
major land owner on Biinker ill hose -st president and
present. GLAPI board .merber wass William Sesnon. Finalgy,
Dwight L. Clarke, Agency Board member was accused of
conflict of, interest byv virtue of his present membershin
oi thp Board. of the Oc idental Insurance Company, (as well
as nast presidenay); a company - hich hnd shown an interest
in Bunker Hill, -specifically, in a parcel in the area south
of Fourth street.
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The couricil was urged to investi ate ill of th?
charmes against the Agenc-r .nd the Final Plan. However,
severnl councilman voiced.the view th-t their only obli- r.
ation was to hear both sides of the issues a-s presented.
As douncilman Timberlake out it: "The case will be judged
on what is presented.
Opponents presented a stronm anneal in 19R6 for
rehabilitation. The hearin s on tHe tentative olan ended
with the request that the Building and Safety Department
survey Bunker Hill to determine what kind of rehabilitation
would be. required. Councilman Ioybal objected to the idea
of voting on the tentative plan before hearing from the
- uildin. (- nd Safety Department, si.ncn apnroval of the tenta-
tive 'lap was a miajor move against rehabilitation. -This
. was a reality because the final plan in 1959 hrd to be
based on the tentative plan, which if proved insured
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that the final plan would be for redevelooment rather
then rehabilitation. Sesnon suggested that the council
give the green light to the tentative plan w1 ile the Agency
prior to development of a final plan would consider the
alternative nlans (which it eventually rejected in 1959 #
Roybal characterized the maneuver as "closing the barn
door after the horse is stolen, "knowing that the Agency
could not seriously consider most of the alternative plans
without jeopardizing its own.
The cotihcil eventually voted for the tentative
plan, 12 in.fr-vor and.2 against, .feelinr strong pressure
to "do something up thet-e;" as one councilman put it.
In its 1959- arguments the Agency had described the council's
situation vis avis Bunker Hill and the city's future ho es
for redevelopmpnt:
Remember, New York City hPs reserved al'st
seven times ?s much money for.orbon renewel
as Los Angreles--(Thicago almost four times
as much. Tos An creles is tha third largest
city in the United Statec---but New Haven,the
59th lrgest, h-:s reserved 50% more federal
funds thnn 1.!e hnve. ...It certs inly seems to
me that it i s this cnuncils ait-" to sem to
it thpt Los Angeles Tets its fair- Share.
Moreover, the. A-ency's attorney argued, "a vote amainst
the plan will obviously be.e vote against the redevelop-
ment of Bunker Hill, and will in Pd-ition be a most in-
jurious blow to redevelopment generally in Los Anereles."
The city council was in a Situation 1-er'Pe it could not
resist the offer.
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The council adopted the :?inal Plan- n April 1, 1959 by
vote of 12 to 2. Mayor Poulsen, who was very hapny with the
decision,urged Los Ange-les to be "revolutionary". He added:
"We are no longer rurnl."
Liti ation
The decision by the city council left property owners
with little recourse but to take the. issues to the .courts,
for a referendum was impossible since the legally the council
was acting as an arm of the state--as a quasijudicial body
hearinz arguments for and against the plan--and not in a.
leqislative capacity for the City of Los Angeles,'the nro-
ject' s local jurisdiction, notwithstandinT.
One property owner, as early .as 1955-i file a suit
challenging the capacity of the citT council to declare
Bunker Hill blirhted. Be-man v, 'erker and Itede elonment
Agrency v. H-yes had prev-iusly ruled that redevelonment s
a nublic use. The issue of whether the council or the
courts would make the determination of blight was liti ated
-*
by 'Frank Babcock who clnimed that Bunker Hill was not
bligbted, therby rpnuest-Ino the courts to issue \their own
determination, despite that o+ the AMency and the city council.
6 Los Anrreles Timec, April 1, 1959
7 Los AnrelS Tipes, My 9, 1059
* This Batcsock sl-ould not be confused tith the other Bobccks
rrominent in thirs study xwho bepr no relation to the 1itis.nt.
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in its ma.jority opinion in 1957, the c urt devlared
that,
The agency and the islative body have nuthor-
ity to desirnate redevelorment areas, and a court
is not enowered to sibstitutn its -determination
for the d.etermination of the errrncy and the legis-
lative body in absence of abps of discretion,
fraud, collusion'8or bad faith on the part of the
legislative body.
Thus, in declarin7 that Bunker Hill a redevelooment area
the Agency and. the council found the area blighted,&
w s not within the nurview of the courts to add to the
controversy by enterin,' their own oninion into the ring.
One justice concurred but dissanted ih that the case
was premature since nc final plan had been drawn at the
time of fill.in 19R5 . The anproval of the final- plan
in 1959 gave the action a new life since the concurring-
yet-dissenting-,Justice would in 1959 be 7iven the oppor-
tunity to change his mind by disavowing his concurrinr -
oninion in favor of tot-al dissent.which he lacked in 1955.
With that in mind, the courts received fi e different
cases on Bunker Hill for which trials were held at various
dates between November 4 and December 1960. In April 1961
the trial judge issued a memorandum decision refusing to
substitute his evaluation of the evidence. He found no
abuse of discretion, collusion, or bad faith, and hence
8.Babcock v. Community Redevelonment Arency, 148 Cal.Arn. 38
n.42 7997)
ruled for the Agency.
A subseouent appeal yielded the iiew that courts
must render broad reviews of* the Agrency'r and council's
action beyond a determination of whether there was abuse
of discretion etc, a requirement premised on a recent-
amendment (1957) to the California Aedevelopment Act
(Section 3374F;) w1hich perrritted broad Judicial review,
or so the appeals court saw .it. It stated:
The findinps and determ nations of an agency
or 1eislative body, or of either of them, in
adoption and anrroval of any urban rrnewal
plan...mav be iudiciall-y reviewed by a court
of .competent jurisdiction.
Thus, legislative intent sernmed to cP11 for. review de
novo- el- rourts.
Tho five cases had ben cons" idated for the nneals
and the consoidation ~fina1-y reached the Californin Sun-
reme Court in 1964. A .lengthy deci-ion in favor of the
Agency was issued on November 1964. ' It is summrized
in what follos..
9 Community Redevelorment A'ency v. Henry Goldman et al.
(or In Re Bunker Hill Urban Renewal Project 1B) may be
found is follows: Appellate level, 33 Cal.Rptr. 92
Supreme Court 37 Cal.Rptr. 74
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Scope of Review: The opinion concurred with the trial
court in its refusal to substitue its indeoendent judgment
for the determination of the leRislative body. Thinking
that the 1957 amendment was insufficient to abrogate the
e.stablished rule of review by mnndamus of the discretion
vested fin .local administrative boards to review and exer-
cise an independent judgment on the evidence. That is,
the agency although fPlly ocnsitituted as a state agency
has local jur-isdiction only; if it were a state agency
with state jurisdiction it s Eictions would be subject to
broad judicial refiew of the evidnce. Thus, in tho absence
of abuse. of discretion, bad faith, collusion, or fraudthe
agecy and leoizlative body retain broad dis6retion ryowers
in ap-rovir rddevelopment nlans Pnd declaring arePs as
blieb~ted.
Blipht: :hile not determininr independently that Bunker
Hill was blighte, the court qdmitted as to the reasonable-
ress of the Agency and legirl.tive body determination. It
cited the Agency's figures and statistics that indicated
social and econmnic distres -- arrest and fire rates, housinm
quality levels, etc. But the court also disreganded other
testimony, mainly by objectors and their supporters, to the
effect that Bunker Hill was not bliohted since it could re-
develon with'ont public intervention. "Speculative arument,
the court said, "cou ld not preva 1 narticulariy at this
stape o the roceedinzs, ns against the existing conditions
with which the Agency, the City and County were obliged
to deal.." (Emphsis added.) Hence the arguments and rec-
omendations of the Agency stff professionals held more
weight in the court's view than the opponents' "specula-
tive argument".
Area Soith of Fourth Street: The challenged area which
contained Bri-c-'s Barbara Worth Anartments covered about
17% of the total Bunker Hill project area. It consisted
mostly of onen land. Furthermore,- the condition of
scattered ownership which usually hampers coordination
and therefore new development dia not exist in the area
ANr
South of Fourth Street'facilitating land assemblage; the
Pacific Eledtric. Railway, Gi:eater .Los Angeles Plans Incor-
porated, Pacific Mutual Insurance, and the Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company accounted for 6 of the area.
Two appraisers had Predicted that the. area would redevelop
with private caoital.
The court acknowledged these facts, agreeing with
Briggs that the, Area was not blighted but accepted the
Agency's contentions that:
--Al.though some of the elements of blight may
have been removed, the challenied area is
blighted under the Commurity Redevelopment Act.
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-- The elimination of the area froin the project
Bondaries would prevent proper over-all develop-
ment and lanring by preventing the repli nment
of Flower Street, .an inter el oart of the redevelop-
ment plan.
-- Under the redevelooment law an area rriay include
buildings and lands not detrimental to the pLublid
health and welfa re .but whose inclusion is found
necesgary for the effective redevelopment of the
area which they are a part.
--The court may not substitute its judgment as to
the wisdom of inc'luding the cha lened area if
there is reasonable justific-tion for the action
of the legislative body.
The area was blighted beenuse the Arency and thp council
had so declared the entire area. ny areas fallinrg within
the lar.er area were dilv blirghted regardless of what the
courts -felt about the so-cific ritution if e Acision 0f
the legislative body.was reasonble.
In Permnn v. Parket the courits rea hed .a similar
conclusion:
It is not for the courts t, oversee the
choice of bomidary line or sit in review
on the size of the project area. Once the
ouestion of rublic use has been decided,
the amount and character of land to be
taken...rests in the discretion of the
legislative body.9
9 Berman v. Tahker. 34 U p.35
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In other words, once bblic use is declared, the public
-.interest has been spoken for, and it is proper to take
nonblighted areas since the entire project is in the
"public interest".
Owner Particination: The court ruled that there was no
absolute right of participation by owners in the redevel-
opment project on Bunker Hill. The reouirement that "every
redevelopement plan shall orovide for participation in the
.4
redevelopment lan for the rrdevelonment of property in
the area by owners of' all or nart of the property" (Section
33701) also reouires that owners participate- in conformance
with the plan. Since the Bunker Hill -.plan specifically
Pequires that al] developers be financially responsible,
the fact that property owners s'noulder the. expense was not
discriminatory for reason that property o-ners are granted
the same rights and privileqeP as new developers.
That all developers w-mld be grented equal privile-
ges also invalid!ted Godman's claim that new develorers
-ould not he renuired to nay their pro rata share of site
imprbvmrents. This was because new developers would be
* oaying f'ir market value for the nr perty -hich, the
court said, "wonld of c'onrse inc~nde the value .of necessary
site imonrovemrnts. 10
10 OPI-lom V.- P r-o -nl \OP!CT 57C1 .2r4. 243 (l~Q5R)
q!(
Se snon' s e3i-ii ty aPs an Aoency Member: Sesnon's status as
a resident elector of Bever),v Hills did not.invali:ate his
right to sit as a de facto member of the Agency noi any of
the decisions reached by the Board of Directors of the'A ency
by lack of a quorum that may have resulted by the invalida-
tion of Sesnon's vote. T"lhus, Mr. Sesnon exercised h s duties
as Executive Direbtor with the full.acauiescene of the pub-
lic and therefore was a de f-cto member. Moreover, the
issue was presented at public heari-nmrs on the redevelop-
ment plan wherein no rDublic invalidation was made.
Sufficiency of Publication of Notice on the Terrntative
Plan Heari.nes: Section 33530 of the Aedevelopment
.Law states that the "arpncy shall publish n-tice of. hear-
ings not .lrss than once a.-weck for four consecutive wecks
prior to the hratines." The hearinqs were held on the, fourth
week before the comnlete four week -r auiremnt had expired.
Object.r Trautwein who filed the complaint, however, admit4
ted to -having received written notice of hearings, ~snd. the
Law says that "courts shall disregard any error, irregular-
ity, or ommission which did_pt affedt the substantial
rights of the party." (Section 33530). The court over-
looked the error.
Economic -Veasibility Renorts: The Agency's need to commis-
sion three successive feasibility reports was not serious-
lv cmestioned b. the cou'rt since all three repors were
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placed before the city council. No concealment or mi.srep-
resentation was shown; the counci' could
have consulted all three. (In relity, however, the cruncil
could not scientifical] analyse the rports, noi: did it
have the time to 'do so. All thre- reports were placed
before thr: council but only on its request; they were not
volunteered by the Agency.)
Anyoraisqls: The court denied objectors the right to
the Arency s anpraisals of the value of individual parcels
on Bunker Hill. Opronents had not made an effort to pur-
ue discovery procedures.- Further, that the council could
not see the aprraisals was not imorner, since there was
easonable basis for the colnci l's dpcision otherwise.
Conflict of Interest: BPi es chprged that Se non who
was also a member of GTAPT rreventedhis renuest for ex-
cludinr- the arep south of Fnourth ateet from TettinT
a fair consideration from th- Agency because of his in-
terest in GLAPI which was a major land owner j.n the chal-
lenfed area. The court rel cd:
It is not rThown or even sur"ested that M
Sesnon bWd Pcouired nr in+:erest in -ny
rronerty within he porject area or had
failed to mrke a disclosure of his con-
ection and interest with GiAPI or that
the Agency oroposed to acuuire any orno-
erty or interest therein in violation of
ap.plicable code sections.
117
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The conflict of interest charge of Dwight Clarke
whose company had shown an interest in property also in
the challenged area was also rejected, but on the grounds
that objector Briggs had reouested the Adency release
information on negotiations with the com any-
Sespon testified that there
were no negotiqtions. Hence, no unfairness wns discharged
to Briggs.by the 4enc7.
P ehr Findings: The Agency could issue tax allocation
bonds without consent of taxing agencies.-
Tax increment fPndinm is le al, necessiteting no
city charter amendment.
Prede inqntly residntial prope rty may be taken for
cohversion to predominpntly co,!mercial land use.
Other chproes of ononents ..,Pre described merely
as without merit, therefore not demanding c omment.
if
The Urben Rene ali. Plenninm Process: A Criticue
"T think we cen adrmit that if the other
side hnd one-third of a million dollars,
they could make a similnr presentption
but Tou see, They %rQ not subsidized by
the federal -overnm-nt."
Councilman Fd!,vard Rovbal
,September 6, 1956
n
.1
After the state sunreme court there'is no higher
board of pce]r except the United States Supreme Courts.
For Bunker Hill's prooerty owners there were no federal
issuesn.fr the U. S. Supreme court to consider. They
had pursued the entire leeal route: from submittino- al-
ternative plans to presentino- their case to the city
council, the city nlanning commission, and every court
level in OClifornia.
RetrosPectively, wht cpn be said of the nrocess
b which legall-y redevelorment plans are reviewed? With
what degree of objectivity and fairness are official and
alternative plans scrutinized, if at all?
This section examines the nractical effect, as op-
posed to the legal and theoretical purpose of. administrative,
legislative and judicinl review, of planninr orop.osals for
Bunker Hill. The evidence indicates That the emerrence of.
the final -oln for Bimker Hill occurr-ed to a large extent
desnite the merits of nronertv owners' contentions; desnit e
the guidelines set by the Community Redevelopment Law which
are Sunoosed to insure proper selection of a renewal plar-
one which is in the public intercst, while simultaneouj-
ly protecting the rights of private parties. Other f:ctors
militate strongly to predispose the parties involved toward
a particular form of renewal--redevelopment versus rehabil-
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iation, for example; Or for a plan that follows boundary
lines set by the Agency. These factors have a basis in
values and politics, and in the Agency's monopolistic plan-
ning position that sanctifies a singular plan of action.
The process presupposes a detached review in the
public interest where the actors involved have no soecial
orientations, values, or.nolitical leanin s, and are will-
ing to pursue issues until a just and proper course is de-
cided upon. But the intesrity of the process is compromised
-by the other faotors affecting the city council, the agency,
the aitizen'v advisory committee, and the city planning
commission. The- courts are thus left Powerless to chal-
leng.e -ronouncements by the legislative body thet are
beyond the court's jurisdiction.
The Com-unity Red evelonment Agenc7: Autonomy in Politics
and Planniner
The te-rm "community" is perhas a misnomer. It
*exists becpuse the Aq-enrcy is rn+- nn nrm of c~' 2-:7 ,.over-nrnP-nt
but of the state and the rresent term i- more accurate
than "city". StilV, the Agrency' s stron -business orienta-
tion is reflected in thn comrosition of its board of di-
rectors and the Agency s location, not in the civic cen-
ter with most city departments nrd state or federal agen-
cies. but in an.office briid;no on Seventh Street in the
central business district.
The- Arncy' histopy has been one.of conflict
with citr deparmnts wit which the Arcency has failed
to coordinate its activities. Membnrs of the apency are
apnointed by th'e mayor but nre left with no other link
to the city's administrators excep+ for occasional aud-
its by the Administrative Officer.
Activities of the Aoency generally do not fall
within the view of the general rublic; Los Angeles is a
large, fragmented metropolis without a central focal
point of deep common interest. News about urban renewal
is generally a function of metropolitan newpapers' like
the Times which tend. to serve to a certain degree as
public relations agents for the Agency. In the absence
of controversy the newspapers can only cover Agency press
releases which tend to oeaint a rosy nicture of urban re-
newal. Political conflict tends to raise the ranmre of
coverage, but opponents usually 1-ick public relations
.techfiques and are nelatively poorly organized compared..
to the Agency which is well orcranized.
On the other side, the Agepncy must satisfy
federal renewal authorities tbe redeve.lorments -com-
ply with the wishes of the public and the need to de-
velop sound renewal prorrams. The primary enforcement
tool Tor acc'omnlishinga this is the Workable Prog-ram
of.the 1954 Housing Act. The Workpble Proaram's qeven-j
reouirements mandate:
1 See Los Angels Times August 5, 1960
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1. Adequate codes nd ordinances for structures
and use, adequately enforced;
2. A comprehensive co'mmunity plan for land use
and public development;
3. Neighborhood analysis for the determination
of blight;
4-. Adequate administration for an all-out attack
on slums;
5. A repponsible relocation plan;
- 6. Citizen particination in the entire prorram;
7. Adeouete financial resurces for carrvinT out
the above.
Nntur-ally, the fact that these requiremrnts are met
iris a vis the Urhan Renewal Administration does not imply
automatically that the7 arr fully enforcpd. The URA has
no method for on-the-'srot city by city checks of the proc-
tical effects of its aplication; considera!tior by t is.
based cn wihrt the TPA says in filin the city's wrkab
p)ro~rprn.
Loc Angeles, for instn-e, hd a nuite- prorressive
rehabilitation ordinance--enon1rTvPPir ever model ordinnc.s
?nd probably the best in the nation. Yet repr-sntntivep
of the Buildinr end Safety D partmpn - t stified in 10r6.
that they had not been-ked no't tosurnvoy Bunker Hil
on renrest of the I.nncy ica "hd its o -n rl-ns". Mr.
See "L. -A. 'c Slum Ordir',nce Wins nrais," Los Anolr Th .
Ma8 1955
Morris of the Derartment admitted that the lack of man-
no'-er and funds, along with the existence of worse areas
that demanded his attention more desperately than Bunker
Hill, would hqve prevented a 'survey anyway.
The efficacy of the Workable Pro-ram i reduced
also by virtue o' commonality of internsts between the
UPA and the redevelopment noency,-the common denominntor
of which is a desire to show cnuse for existense best in-
dicated b1 "bricks on. mortar". Federal administrators
- were interested in redevelopment .on BI nker Hill for the
project's potential to develop a. solid imprrge in the down-
town area. A chief administrator of the Agency was formerly
the head of the URAI' s regional office in San Francisco,
which indicates the extent of goal a:-eetsit
The workable program renuirement for ci iT en part-
icipation has been shown to be no rn're than a myth that
Dermits rubber stam- legitimation of Agency plans while
skirtinp the federal legal recuirement for broad citi7,en
participation. Citizen advisory committees are gener-
ally appointed by the mayor, but they are usually polit-
ical appointments .of influential citizens, the net effect
being the creation of a qlamorous unit which can easily
be co-opted by the Agency because the committo offers lit-
tle in the way of scrutiny of Amency olans. 4  Few low in-
See "Citizen Particination in Urban Renewal," Columbia
Law Revi ew, 1968
4 Se Trbpnt Phl, " ip tuls of Partici-ntion," In
Bel~ush anA Ha1nncht, Fd Urban Ren'ewa1:Po'o-1
Po1itics and PTrn , Ne'wr York: nchor ( ook 163, p.302
come citizens, the group most -ffected by urban renewal,
s.rve on these committeps. For these reasons, advisory
committees only emer e to paive enthusiastically their
aprnroval of 7ency proposals.
A Bunker Hill advisory mroup was not apPointed in
time to review the Final Pl n, but the Agmencr waved its
name proudly in showing that it had aporoved the Agency s
relocationl. lan.
When the A ency 6annot cc-opt citizens, it attempts
to keep matter's as far away from the ,eneral rublic as
possible.- Most decisions o-rur behind the scenes anyway
public d(ecisions only occur in Pcentin9 or reJectin' a
nroposal during rublic hearin s. In 1951, .the A encw ndmit-
ted its fear of publicizinT a decision to declare 15 bliht-
e0 areas "b-cause of possible reaction of property o:rners.
and tenants. in the r3istricts who assume that they are to be
summarily disonssessed of their property and living accomo-
dations without havinz onoortunity to orotest." 6 More-
over, the Agency made it evident that it would not volun-
teer more information that it hod to during the Bunker Hill
hearings by not releasing the three controversial economic
feasibility. reprorts not even to the city council (until
the council requested them)^
5 For a general discussion or coonrtation by covernment bu-
reaucrecies see, Philip Selznick. TVA and the Grassroots,
Berkeley: -University of California, 1.9
6 Commun ty dvelonment rrenv Renort to t1'_ City Counc '
Fiscal Xear, 1951, Tos Ancrl sr , Coin11 File 51'75
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City Plannintr Commission
The only local qrrency with the capacity to review
activities of the redevelopment agency is the dity planning
commission. Its orientation with respect to the Bunker
Hill project, however, was much like that of the Agency
since its members were also nrointe. by the mayor. The
Director of planning for thb commission expressed the view
that "the combination of Tood rlannhtand souInd business
- jud ment is what will make the city tick," a reflecti.-n
that was rerfectly consonant with the Ajgency' s own views
of plannin .
In general, planninm commissions find themselvel
impuissant against the will of th2 egency. The tenewal
agency consults the local commission, but as Greer ha nr-t -
ed, "iost have the power to do what they want." The nlan-
ningm commission is also Penerally reluctant to dis ute the
qrrum nts and plans of the nmency for fear of jeorardizinr-
* iilans on which the renewal a"ency has been work4n fo
menv months. The analyses of agency staff carrirs a Prest
deal of weirht; most. likelh the Agencv matches the commin-
sion in size and exoerticei Planninr commissions have a
-reputatioh for utopian planni-; the agency's pl4ann tn
7 Los An eles Times, November 1, 1959
8 Scott Grc'r, Urban Rn-xml and An ripn Cities, New York:
Bobbs-MPr1 I , 1965, -. 78
I.
practical, therefore better suited for urban renewal.
The plannine commission is required to select re-
development areas -and the question arises as to why punk-
er Hill was picked as the nrine tarc'eet:
An odd thinq hnoened here--understandable,
but sometimes I think it's been a curse.-
Back in 1951 when we felt we should take
advantaqe. of the new federal laws, the
Planning Commission right off the bat des-
ignated fifteen large areas scattered
scattered through the city as redevelop-
ment areas.
"When the question: Where shall we start?
came up, the physical thing was determinate.
...(Bunker Hill, presumably)...was an inter-
esting feature, covered-with deteriorating
buildings,' on a site overlooking the city.
Q. "It was esthetics and centrality of location?
A. "1 think that about summarizes it."9
Thus, it was not scientific determination of blight or
objectivity in the public interest that led to. Bunker Hill's
selection for redevelopment. Any hopes that- prbject op-
ponents would have of receiving a fair review of their
contentions from the nlanninT commission was henceforth
brejidiced reardless of how hard they tried to show the
commission that Bunker Hill wac not blighted.
The. buden of proof, furthermore, of shol'ing that
C
the area was not bliFghted in the final nalynis lay with
property owners who would h-ve to conduct their own stud-
ies; Planning commissions dlo not conduct their own in-
dependent investimqtions. As Kaplar has written:
9 'jotfed in Greer, on. cit.,n.??
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The Plpnninf m Fonrrd defi-ned its role Ps that
of a judicinl tribuine hich wuld m'nke no
inderen9 nt in -ion of its osm, It
wold hear the eviderne rresentedi by both
-HA -nd onposition, and then wonuld reach a
decibion on the existence of blieht. 10
The same role arlies to evaliatirn the redevelopment olans
and alternative plans. Its weaknee's lies in that the
agency 'ossesses a virtual monopoly. in planning skills,
which oponents cannot match. A ."judicial tribune" an-
- alogy breaks down when justice is a function of whose
plan is more professional. In the absence of an independent
inves§tigaticn the claims of lavnan can only be termed
conjectural when conared to the-recomendations of experts.
They are at a disadvantage in their inabiliny to hire
economic and real estate consultants, whereas the Agency
as .in the Bunker Hill case, can 'commission three separate
reports until it finds the conclusion it is seekine.
The City Council: the Ritual of Public Heprino's
The city council was in no better position to nna-
lyse the Bunker Hill case objectivelv 1 han the cit plan-
ninr commission. It sits as a quasijudicial body--as -he
- planning commission functions as a judicia. tribune--need-
ing only to hear both sides of the cnse. As colncilman
Timberldre described tho cm,'ncil's fniiction: "The council
10 Kapln,, cited in (GIrer, or. ci+. p.??
-11 See J. Plarler and J-01 Hnndle~n, "T'lln PoiiticS of Urban
6ee also, Paul bavidodf, "Advocacy and Pluralism in
Planning," Journal of the American Institute of Planners,
November 1965
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will juge the case on what is presented."
Opponents imnlored the citly council to make a find-
ings before making a decision on Bunker Hill, but the coun-
cil is neverti!eless in no nosition to technically evaluate
the Agency 's redevelorment plan. In the final analysis
it concurred with the expert's proenostications. One
councilman admitted he had not ha-d-time to study any of
the feasibility reports on which the nrrojret was grounded.
In his defense another council mnn stated: "The p6int is
sir, that we don't havr enough *ime to actually go throigh
thesc reports and become expertsin them.;.None of us, sir,
is an expert."
Thus, when nrither the planninm commission, the citi-
zens advisorv commttee, or the city council can capably anal-
yse the basis for important renewal decisions.there is reason
to worry. Yet Agency prescriptions are usually profferred
with the confidence of scientific evaluations which t*r uld
lead one to conclude that there exists only oneiosdak -
The assumrptin is that professional conclusions are value.
free, nonpolitical, objective "truths". In fact they are
not,
Planners, like other nPofessionals, are suscep-
tible to fads and fashions and to becoming be-
mused by their ow:n nre~judices, oreconceptions,
and theories. Unlike most other practititioners,
however, the planner is part of a highly politi-
cized world in which his work is always the focus
of political controversy...The problem is not that
the planner becomes involved in politics. Rather,
that the olenner becomes involved as a maninulator
and a 1nolder of public ooinion.in oursuit of his
-54-
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own .vested interest, i.e., his own nreiudices
or pet theorie-s.... If ideolopy facilitates
the planner's maniculative intervention in
planning decisions, it also serves the same
function for many soecial interest groups.
in the community, 12
Neither are feasibility studies as scientific
as they are made out to be:
Decisions on projects. are usuanlly based on
shaky empirical findinps, some times on mere
beliefs. Whnt is the demand for standard housing
among slum dwellers? Wh-t is the demand for
cleared CFD land for all purposes....Mrrketa-
bilit, stidies are rarely adecuate for the
load they must carry, for they ignore the com-
petition of sites scattered throu-hbut the
metro-olitaRn rea...tho decision is usually
based on ,irieology, law, rules- f-thumb..
Nevertheless, feasiblitystudies form*rthe basis of major
urban renewal decision-rnking. The counc-il And the
courts in Los nreles, in the face of decid n! bretween
beliovin, f sibi ityr studies or the "specul-tive Prru-
ment"'of oononent, th e 'ouncil arcetoed the latter, a15
the courts had little ontion but to accept the council's
decision as long as it was reasonable.
As Mr. Duoue, Arrgency attorney had told the city
council: "Who is he to tell you that his alternative plan.
is superior? He is not a city planner, he is not an
C
architect, and he is not an engin, er...Or take Mr. McClung
and his charts. Whcat weight can you give his estimates
as against the sworn testimony of the Agency'staffl..."
_12 Jewel Bellush and Murray Hausknecht, "Planning, Partici-
nation...d urbhn Ren w ," in Bellush EKKhYsknech,~Eds.
on. cit . n. 285
13 Greer, on. cit., p.91
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However, the dilemma for the city council was
not as difficult as it may appear. Some councilmen
were predisposed tovard redeveloDin Bunker Hill instead
of favoring natural renewal or rehrabilitation, notwith-
standing Los Angeles excellent rehabilitation program
which had been quite successful in the ,kid row area
and in East Los Angeles. Rehabilitation lacked the luster
and esthetics of red.evelopment. As councilman Hollen.
put it:
havo nno rovm there in the si&d row
area, and to my mind it' i&'a.wonderful
thino to qet rid of those eyesores,
health traps, that were thee, ht' as
far as makin' it r'rest asset to the
city of Los Anreles, the uninitinted can
o down there and never know anything
had been done. It falls for short.
Apparently the "uninitiated, "referred to by Holland are
his constituents who would be more impressed by a more
visible monument than the rrehab program presente- by p
pnonents of the Agency's redevelopment pl.an. Thus, the
review was on that basis not on analysis of some of the
short term and long term effects of redevelo-ment, the
councilm-n probably assumin: the Aoency had already con-
sid.ored thore effects.
Several years earlier in thecit-y council had
been tsken on a Junket to Pittsburh to inspect that
city's exrerienoe with urban renewal, as well' as to ins-
-nect a pro.ject very much like the one proposed for Bnnke
7)
14
- Hill. All this at Agency expense. The point is not
to question the importance of the trip; it was probably
very hrloful to the council in reachinc- its decision.
Rather, it is rnfortunate that project onponents were
- not offered a similar opportunity to send the city coun-.
cil to view an Eastern rehabilitation 
-project like Wash-
ington's Georie-own; they could have visited while in
Pennsylvania, n fact, the 8ociety Hill rehabilitation
project. Property owners on Bunker Hill were a slight-
disadvantage--
In theory public hearings on .redevelopment plans
serve several functions. Legally, they exist -to enlist
oublic suppDort, to provide an ooportunity for community
oarticipation in the olar. Fnd to lay a foundation for the.
determination of legal riohts. There is no premise
that they will be used as a vent for dis runtled opponents,
for again the format oresupboses universality of values,
nonpolitical alignment, and detached, scientific discussion
of redevelopment plans for the welfare of the entire
city. Theoretically, public suprort is there to be enlis-
tede through rational discourse--to be won over by the
well-meaning agency. Thus, it is not surprisine to find
that in California, and generally, cross-esamination of
witnesses Pt hearings is prohibited. -.While cross-examin-
14 Loe Anreles Times, 'Sentember 28,1955
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ation may in fpct be bad nolicy for its unfair exposure
to certain witnesses, it makes 4 j that much more diffi-
cult for project opronent ! to get their points across.
-In objectin to some cross-examination that was
yolunteered b- the Agency in the hearings, Councilman
Ca1lico t- exclaimed: "I object to the course of This cro -
examination. The purpose of this hearing. is to .ive the
council information--not to -try a lnwsuit." But he was
pet-tly incorrect--trial-like advocacy would have served
as a better forum to exbose c6rtain crucial-issues.-.
Another legal requirement that tends to constrain
public .hearings: that the finali plan must be based on
the tentative olan. It must be remembered that a oie
third of a million dollar planning investment *as on the
line in voting to accent or reject the Bunker Hill redevel-
opment plan. Once the tentative plan was adonted by the
council in 1956,. the subsequent final plan had to be based
on it. Legally, the council may not order changes to
be made by the agency: It can. only accept or reject the
plan. When the council asked the Agency in Los Angeles
to review alternative plans after the 1956 hearings but
prior to the hearings on the final plan, the council failed
to realize that it was, as Roybal put it, "closing the
barn door after the horse was stolen." In 1959 when one
councilman renuested that the area south of fourth street
be excluded from the -plan, the Agency responded that that
would be impossible sincd the exclusion weolld alter
the project's boundaries--i.e., the final leri would .
not be based on the tentative nlan. The "horse" had
already been "stolen" back in 1956.
Qf course, the council could have rejected the
final plan, and then hope (it could not direct the
Agency to do so) that the A ency i-rould~ come back with an-
ther tertative plan, this tifne one~that excluded th'e
area-south of ourth Street. But the council was unlike-
ly to send-the Agency "back to the drawing board". To
do so would jeopardize the huge, one-third million doll ar
planning. investment, as well as the future of redevelopment
in Los Angeles. Kaplan noted this dilemma in his study
of Newark: "Local officials must accent the *pnckae
as is or-.risk jeopardizin7 the nroposal."- 15
Bunker- Hill had been nlanned nnd studied since
1951. After waiting anxiously for eight years to take
adv-ntage of federal urban renewal -funds, thp..Los Anrreles
City Council wrs not about to throw all that out the
window.
One could haVe oredicted the outcome. The hear-
inns were in no small way a ritual -- 1 engthy and controver-
sial--but still perfunctory. But they were meant to b -
since the fe-mers of the Californin enabling act did-not
anticipate . the controversy they had helned-to create.
1 Harold Karl n, Urban Renownl Poli+-ir-s, N yf-York: Columbhi
Universty Press, 1963 n.28
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.The Courts and the Need for Administrative Review
.In its-quasijudicial rqle, the city council was
neither required or able to conduct an independent and -
lysis of the evidence of contentions by both the Agency
and nronerty owners. It relied heavily on "what ias
presented". Yet this situation, along with the planninc
monopoly of the Agency bore -heavily against the capacity
of the planninfr process to r.ender to opponents a fair
hearing. The courts, perhaps in error, gave primacy to
the detrrminations of the ^ rency-.and the city corncil
in declining to exercise. an inderendent- judgment on the- evi-
dence -and in acceptin- the council's decisions as long
as they were "reasonable".
However,factors which the courts could not have
imprined compromised the integrity of the process the
courts counted on to Yield fairness ,and due nrocess.
The courts left the burden of proof to the city council,
and to the Arency nnd the city pl nin commission below
that. If the only consideration is- that there be "reason-
able basis" for action then scrutiny of Plnswill not be
very thorough since it is obvious thnt orronent 's plans
could likewise 'be considerMd "rearonable". Thus, manifest-
ly, . "resonnblenss" has R basio -ot in rationality or a
legi lative intent for fairness', but in the rrofiounements
of extts and rnrnners 1-ho in the finnl on'elysin renk for
nonuniform interests and ideologies. The prescriptiuns of
experts can go unchallenged by the city council, the city
planning cormission, and even the state supreme court in its
reference to the contentions of property owners as "specu-
lative argument".
Judicial review is limited. to finding "abuse of dis-
cretion, bad faith, fraud or collusion" according to the
court decision on Bunker Hill. The couitt s refusal to
grant broader -review of the adinistrative and lepisla-
tive decisions of the council and the Agency assumed that
the council in itB public hearinrs would do so, but the
courts do not require detailed findings of fact; only that
legislative conclusions be reasonable. -
Bunker Hill is an extension of the broad discretion
granted to the legislative body by the courts in Berman v.
Parker, which declared urban renewal a "public use",- the
determination of which would be vested in the leqislative
body: "Subject to snecific consti~utional limitatiors,
when the leoislature has spoken, the nublic interr*st has
ben declred in terrm well nirb conclusive. 16 Under
the 5th Amendment private propertv rnv be taken for public
use. The court in Berman V. Pnrkar eniated "public use"
with '"nublic rurpose' bLt the assertion has been widely
1 7
criticized. -
16 348 U.S. 26
-1? ber- M rt A'rsn t h SfhM~t!tN-de Uba Ren-v'
Fr e--~nnj.in er, T 1 10 41 A nTar n Tour, J3,n _75,-I -a . 1.!7
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Martin Anderson's criticism apreers to be a mino-
rity position with -he courts, as there is legal prrcedr.t
for the euati n of "prublic usse" with "p blic purpose".
However,. there is no error in his Conclu s)n that,
The eouation of the oublic inter-est with
public use is a danp-erous orincinle to
accet. It means that the rovernment
can theoretica]ly seize anyone s property
for any reason th t an offcial cl'.imed
was in the public interest if he can jus- 19
tify it to the satisfaction of the court.
The Bunker Hill case illustrates with what facility the
public intere'st can be dustified. to the satisfaction of
courts--decisions need only be reasonable and without ev-
idence of bad faith, collusion, fraud, or abuse of discre-
tion. Furthermore, it is hardly evident from Bunker Hill
that rBither the Agency or the city council spoke for any
form of a broad public interest. There was-no attempt by
the council to define a public interest, and henceforth
satisfy its needs. Of course, one can 6rgue That the city
council is elected by the public and therefore speaks for -
the r'blic interest. -But the fact is that urb-n rerewal is
a distortion of that political process; for the Agency is
not elected by the public, referendum by the public is for-
bidden, and the realistic situatior is that the public is
effectively isolated. from urban renewal with many citizens
18'Robert Grober, "Urhnn Renev-ol Gealistically Aneraised,"
in James C. Wilson, Ed., Urban enew-i The ecord and
the Controversy, .Gambridmo: N.T.. Prpe!s, 1966, p.5 0
_9 M artin And rson, "The ederrl1 Bulldozer," in h'ilson, Ed.
or. c-.~.
unfamili,'r, even with the term "urban renewal". Decisions
for projects are inade, in theory, on a technical bnsis, wh-ich
the city council cannot analye qnd there is no public aoen-
cy to conduct an independent evalu-tion-+certainly-not the
plan.ingr commission. In short, the courts have aynarently
i nored the practical effects of urban renewal'decision-
aking in ~ fovr ofta more utopian, rural-Jeffersonian, dem;i
bcritic row e *SYM L
In ruling on urban renewal plans, The courts are
planed in a position, howevrr, where to make an indepen-
dent judgment would be inappropvaate, as well as overly
burdening for rqiiring the immersement of the judiciary
into the"nuts and bolts"of -dministrative 'and le islative
decision-makin. Placed in this untennble position,- the colrts'
-tisions have not been surrrising. The courts have,
characteristically decided the validity 6f
urban renewal statutes or of norticular rlans
in terms broader than the issues before them.
The resultino drterminntions render it diffi-
cult to attack subsequcnt ao:;lications of the
statute of the statute or olan....Another sig-
nificant though unexpressed factor may be a
distatste for uosettinr, .at the instance of
a single party, a plan upon which considerable 20
amounts of oublic funds have. already -been expended.
Thus, as th6 subreme court of California told property
owners: "%peculative arcrument could' not prevail, particularly
at this staqe of the orocerdines." .The court did not
?0 Wilton S. Sore and Wrren ertheimer, "Lrl nd Gove n-
mental Isues .in Urban 1tenewal, " in Wilson, on.rit.
* r~rn.144- "'5.
realize, however, that the city council felt similar
pressur'es to uphold the plan.
In a sense neither the courts or the council could
challenge the Amency's inclusion of.tne area south of Fourth
Street brithout irsetting the final plan. The decision
was rured "reas.onable" because the Agency's planners stated
that its inclusion was espential to well integrated, over-
all planning of Bunker Hill, But it is logical that if
the other side ha'd the expertise to Iustify its own posi-
tion it c-uld 'have ara-ued for the chall.-nged area's exclu-
sion. The Pint is at in e iinal analysia the ci-t
council, planning commission, and the courts rely heav-
ly on the claims of the Agency, and-snecifically, Agency
professional'staff which is used as a political weapon to
disarm project opnonents.2 ~
For example, the nlannin- --ofession 'in urban renewal
mey create the groundwork for establishing the existen-
of blight by noting physical siturtions inimical t -
public health, sf e ty, and welfare. It is in the po n
of recognizing improper street, health, social, and.
environmntal conditions that are not in the nublic intcl.
The problem with this position 6f ninnners is that the7
are also :iudo-es in determinino- the trnde-off between nublic
tQlerance of privntely cprced inconvenience ind preserving
21 See Davidoff, on. cit.
the rimhts of nroperty owners. Designatinc7 this trade-
off point is not a technical decision, but one to be deci-
ded by the city council,and one on which the Agency, none-
theless, did not remain neutral. The conirt had no ch6ice
but to To with whpt the Agencv felt about Bunker Hill
under those circumstandes; the Apency did not present to
the council options for Bunker Hill, it presented a plan.
It wns up to AgTency planners to justify the. plan, not.
question its fisibility.
It is simple for the city council to declare
an area blighted.' California law defines blight area
as containing any or all of the followinr:
a. the subdividing of lots of inadquate size
for proper usefulness and development;
b. an economic dislocation, deterioration, or
misuse from faulty lanninr;
c. existence of inadenuate strets, open spaces
or utilities;
d. the existence of lots or other areas subject
to being submorned by water.
(Section 33042, Fealth and Safety Code)
In addition, Spctions 3'-043 and 37044 describe a blighted
area as bein- characterized by "a prevalence of deoreciated
values, impaired investments, and social and economic mal -
adjustment to suich an extent that the capacity to pay
-taxes is reduced" or "a Trowing or total lack of oroper
uti1ization of nreas, resultinem in a stagnant and inpro-
ductive condition of land potrntially useful and valuable
to the public health, safety, and welfare." A close look
at the term "proper utilization of a eas" shows it to be
a rather amornhous term. With the assistence of someone
trained in the proner professional jargon almost any area
may be depicted to be against the public health and wel-
fare, while laymen will not auestion the expert s prognos-
tication of public peril. The council, thus, finds a con-
venient retiorile for redevelopment to disguise its real
reasons for the move.
Nevertheless, under these the courts have general-
ly refused to contradict the opinion of "men of reasonable
training and experience." Yet when the distribution
of these -men lepns heavily toward the Agency s side, who
can dispute the plans of the Agency on its own terms?
The answer is no one, not even the courts.
It is evident that the courts and the city council
can be placed at the mercy of the agency, its olan, and
its planners. (Of course, the comcil mriy politically
exploit the situation by obscurine the basis for redevelop-
mrnt.) -his is- not only counter to the interests of
the nublic, but denies fairness to -riv-te pronert7 owners
so affected.
?2 Joel Porter, "Icore of Judini a Review in Urhn Penewql
Litir ticn;" Vprnderbilt Law~ evw vro1',1064A p.1 2 38
IOne solution to this problem is advocacy plen-
ning to insure the emerence .of plural plane substanti-
ated by technically competent supporters. Planninm
advocates would serve to counter redevelopment plans and
determinations with something more substantial than
"speculative argument".
One writer who has noted a similar problem in
HUD's administrative decion-making has suprested that* an
"independent, technically competent fency would cleprlv
be helpful to'the courts." 24 TI-is solution, rather than
providing more advocates,.would- simply add another arbi-
ter technically capable .of conducting independent analyses.
In the case of Bunker Hill, for example, such a.. body would
have investigated the Agency's three feasibility reports,
reaching &n independent-donclusion. Also, it co-uld have
investigated conflict of interest charg :es, and perhaps
could have funded independent appraisals of Bunker Hill
which the Agency had declined to release. Naturally, it
could not legitimately serve in'the oublic interest. It
would merely provide more information than was otherwise
available. In short, it would do the lob tht is theoreti-
cally the function of the city planning commission and to
23 For a discussion of rome 6f the limits of advoc-cy lnnin
see Lisa Peattie, "Peflections of an Advocte Plaqnner,
Journal of the Ameridan Institute of Planners, March l98
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some extent the function of the rity council and the
-citizens -advisory committee.
A vac-imm has been crented by t series of urban -
renewal decisions from Berran v. Parker to Babcock v.
Redevelorment AMency which have unfairly increased the
autonomy of redevelonment agencies and in a legal 'man-
ner over inflated their led*itimacy in public policy. The
immediate answer lies not in judicial reform but in re-
form of -iublic-opolicy where the public, and erecially
those most affected by urban renewal, have control orer
the plaprnin process. Thnt is, the error was .not so much
in judicial judrgment but in the failure of public policy
to provide real citizen narticipation, local control over
local renewal agenciespan effective format for r-aching
equitable and rational decisions, as well as in the fail-
ure of policy planners to anticipate thn true nature of
the pubi!ic interest..
-68-
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Bunker Pil 1 : Slo'est Urban Rpenewal Droject in the U.S
Property owners and-'tenants suf:^ered the gre-est
loss from the rlecision to redevelon Bur'cer Pill. The iue-
tion remains whether it was worth t-crificinr t'roperty riiThts
for the- ale ed benefits of redevelopment. While the courts
may decide th-t urban renewl is a public purpose, such a
determination is inconclusive and premature in absence of
any supe:rnatural. judicial pro nostications.p%' 9
This section exminnes +he history of the Binker. Hill
project subseouent'to the commencemrent of its execution in
1964. That history has been shown to be one Los Anceles
can hardly be proud. FBunker ill, thr larg"est renewel *po-
ject in the country, would also be the most delayed nnd
over-planne 9 project as well.
One major dely in expciticn, h!s been 'sown,
was litiogation which lste& five years, in which tilme the
Acency's carecity to enter contrac+s with develoners and its
-power of eminent domain were suisrended. However, ]and ac-
cuisition was nermitted by ne otiation although notby
condemnation' The first rurchase of Bunker Hill nropert.
was consummated in Ry 1961. B 1964 a lrme part of the
simple" task of renewal w1s accomplished with the demoli-
tion of half of the structures and9 the acouisition of 7 5 b
of the parcels. The remeininm ?% of the rarcels belon eA
to lit2 J+no woTerty o'mners and other holdouts who horned
to wait as lorr as noszible before sellinr, thereby allowinr
the Value of their property to increase as much as possible
before releasing it to the Aerency in condemnation rroceedinms-
after litigat-'..on had been com-leted.
Understandably, the Agency was Jubilant when the
supreme ,court ruled in its fairor against property owners
in February 1964. The Agency was predictin7 at the time
that the oroject w uld be completed in only three more
1years. With all this, the Los Angeles Times, one of the
most powerful rpnewal boosters in the city, announced that
Los Angeles had reached the threshold of redeveloring Bun-
ker Hill. Bunker Hill, the newsparner claimedwould be the
the most prestigious residential and commercial location in
the city with its location between the central business dis-
trict and the civic center, the largest concentration of
governm t buildings outs de of Wahshineton, ID.C. 2 Sever-
al months later the gency -nounced th't t-e. Connecticut
General Insurance Comnmny would be the projects first devel-
o-er with the planned construction of a 42 story office
building which would be rented by +he Union Bank.
Not long after Bunker Hill memed. to have forsTotten
the nicghtmare of litig'ation and the was off' to. an auspicious
beginning, the Agency was presented witb arother lawsuit.
This time the issue was California I s recent passage of drop-
1 Los Anreln- Times, March 8, 1964
2Lo! ! Jetm - 'es. July 2, 1964, editorial
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osition 14 which ostensihly perritted discrimintion in
housing. Two property owners ar7ue.d that this allowed
absolute discretion in the sale of their propertes. They
clpimed tht it alo confli-ted with the Aaecy's anti-
discrimination olicies (Executive Order No. 11063 is-
)3sued in l1062) Me!7nwhile, federal officials suspoended
funds to Bunker Hill until the matter was settled.
The supreme court eventuall.1 found Pronosition
14 to be unconsvtitutio.nal and the Agency was allowed to
break ground on the Connecticut General building in Plarch
1965. *jA vice president'of the insurance company was
undaunted by the turn of events on Bunker Hill since 1956:
"Los Angeles is the proper place for a project of this type.
We know of no other city that has such a future..
Meanwhile, the Aoency s relocation plan, which
had been sold as one that would "set a model for America", 5
was proceedin; sinoothly in its execution. Fifty-five
families had been relocated by late 1965. Most lived in
standard housing, but 86% paid higher rents as a result.
Only. 14% paid less. Of those that paid hirher rents, 40%7
3 Los Anreles Times, December 8, 196a
4 Los An!eles Times, March 2, 1964
5 Comment by. iilam sesnon, Anmal Renort to the City Counci
bK the Co mrity R, evelo ment n 19-1,
Council TTFi 96946
aw" 17W '7
paid between $10 and 20 1  ore.6
Increse
19%
20
16
19
6
4
2
Decrease
7. 1%
4.4
1.1
.5
.3
.2
.1
Sixty per cent moved to an area within one mile of Bunkcr
Hill; trenty-three per cent within two. Seven per cent
self relocated, while 17- were relocated into public h "sing
half. of which were Mexican American. Very few people had
to be evicted, alth-u5-h there was a sentimental attachment
to the.old neighborhood, .particular.y by the elderly.
Mayor Yorty, complained in 1961 that relocation,
was proceedin.- to slowly, but the mayor's comments were
premature since re qation was only in its early .stcwes.
Rather, Yortv's remarks were more symbolic then anything.
else for his distrust of the Agency s nutonomy and senare-
tion from city h9ll.- In 1967 when Bunker Fill war' the slow-
est of 1600 renewal pro.jects in the c iintry, Yorty pressed
the A-ency to complete the nroject by 1970,,. since it had
9
failed to do so as it had predicted in 1964.
6 Relocatim)n firures fror Relocation Progress Renort om-
munity Redevelopment AncOctober 1 16
7 See Los Anoeles Times. february 4, 1962
8 Los Ans-eles Times, December 12, 1961
9 Los An-ele's Times, M-rch 30, 1965
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Yorty's disponroval of Agency activity had been
fueled by a manngement audit reprt by the City Administra-
tive Officer, Erwin Piper,- the first such audit of the
Agency since *he establishlment 'of the Agency in 1948.
The CAO report in 1966 proved to be very damaginT to the
Agency and led to the resignation of its Executive Director
William Sesnon, who had spent hio entire 18 year tenure bet-
10-
ween 1948-1966. tryinr to redevelon Bunker Hill.-
The Piner audit criticized the Agency for costly
delays in executing the project:
It is obvious th-t delay in comoletinT the
project cain be extremplv'cotly. Delay has
rsuilte in- hirher- acei ,rit'int costs .hirpber
overhad costs, Pnd T-imher adminitrativ(oSt$.
EiVen more importn+- i c the lo-, of tX rev-
enues to the resrnctive tnx EnenciKs. ch
year the nrojpct is rdelnyed berond 1.92F 8ill
cost the community t ine noencies several
million dollars in lost t-'xes. (p.1.)
In addition there was a direct 16cal cost for- planning
administration, and dissemination of Agency informati)n
of 41;1 million, siice 19 ,
The Agency was ch-rgred with Jailing to coordinate
its activities with city and county.derartments and was
r'ouested to move its offices to the civic center where
most overnment a enci'es in t- - ity are located, and to
work -.ore closely xith the dep-rtments of city planning and
public works,and the offices of -h- city attorney, city**
administrative -officer, and civil servicp. - Ironically, the
Agencv, which had avoided workin7 with thee city departmrnts
10 Mn e udit. Repot of the Community Redevelopment ATency
City Administrative fficer, Erwin Pipr( r, Los Anr.eles,
July 1966
. .0
.in the past, was now facing the scrutiny of the city s
chief bureaucfatic watchdog.
The Agency was accused of being overly specific
in its design reouirements. This served to delav the pro.
ject by not allowine devel'oners sufficient flexibility Pnd by
not turning away to many otherwised oulified developers
The audit also co pared the city's experience with
urban renewal with Philarelhie's which also oberated under
a 1945 enabling act. Ns of 1965,Philadelphia had completcd
20 urban renewal projects; Los Angeles had completed only
one, a small one. Philadelnhia'z assessed tax valu.a'tion
had increased by %60 mill.ion as a result of redevelopin5
some 2,892 ncres. In fairness to Los Ancreles, Philedelrhi*
is not Los Ano eles. The two cities have different nolit cal
structures, as Pell as historical circ'4stnces and market
situations.
HoWeverr. the nuditors were more adent with t e
A encv blance shebts. They disclosed th-it the 7ncy
was wise in purchsping Ps many prcels' through nro otiations
when litigation wa.s rending in orrder to 9void the eventual -
ity of having to award higher nrices for rroperty. Rroperty
values had risen sharply in the neriod dur'in- which the Ap.ency
was in the courts; it was thus a proper maneuver to boy as
much as possible in 1961. A total -f '71 percels had to be
purchased after 1964, but the Agency failed to do so immed-
iatel1 Pfter litiention had cnncluded nnd was cited by thc
au it renort fer that cotly delev.
Hoewever, the primary ostre resulted from. the delay
caused by oroperty owners' lnwsiits betw.een 1959-1964. Be-
cause the Arrency i-,as forded to Durchase the remcaining- 71
parcels(by condemnation) in 1964, and since property vTline
had so in,creesed durinm that period, the Agency paid 81,70o0006
4rY more than it would have had to pay if it cu'ld
have rurchased the property in 1959.
The disposition of property was not much better
than acquisition'.' As of 1966 three parcels had been sold,
only one at values commensurate with property values
tround.it. One of the sites was assembled by the Aqency
at the cost of 11.17, not includin- the cost of clearinr
1he site. Acquisition anpraisal was set at 46.85 n
square foot but was sold at 95 a square foot. The-reason
for the poor return was that the construction of a cooling
and heating plant had to be expedited by the unexpected
.early completion of the Union Bank buildin by Connecticut
General. The plant's construction was authorized before the
execution of a written contract for sale.
In accusing: the A.7ency of poor business prrctices,
the CAO noted that tenants were evacuated too soon. from
Bunker Hill althoug-h structures cen still suitpble for
habitation and did not demand lition at so earlT a
date since liti2ation wvs still pending. Rents could have
been collected by the Ac-ecvy as it ls a lanndlord nt --he
time. Furthermore, "mnster ternnts", -ererally the former
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orers of apartment houses and hotels, were overly endowed
for their up-keep: -
The.master tennts collected rrnnt, p ovided
furniture, and did minor mainten"nce work
for which theyv receivod approximately 50%
of the net rental income. A substantial
loss of rental income to the Agency has re-
sulted from this ouertionable business prc-
tice when it is reali.zed that hundreds of
thousands of dollars in rent are involved.
(p.10)
Finally, the report conclude'd:
It is imperative that the Agency Board and
staff recognize the magnitude of the cost
of delay, not only to the Ag-enc7 itself but
also to all the community taxing agencies.
For this reason the Agency s ould Drepare
and have aOproved by the board realistid
schedules for orojiect comletiQn and make
certain that schedules are adhered to. (p.16)
AS a result the administrative str'ucture of the. Agency
was rearranged with .he establishment of a new
.schedule planning for completion in 1975.
Amendments to the Final Plan 1967
The management audit renort indicated that urban
renewal execution was not as simple !s the Arency once
thoutht. Thjs fact became ever more obvious in 1967
when the Agency announced that the 1959 final nlan had
become obsolete and was no longer relevant to meet the
rrroswing traffic demands downtown.
The new plan would. renuire a five month dela
\hile the An-ency went through the re(3 tone reqouired for
Y~~(,Ti 1 of't~~n~d~t.'hrr ~ i 2a~r
of fund1 s by HJD until the amended plan wqs an roved by
the city council. Hearings were again held but were not
nearly as involdved as the hearines on the final -lan.
In Janurary 196? the amended 1in wep routinely
adopted by the city council. This time the CAO reviewed
the plan which called for several necess.ary changes to
correct tr~affic def'ciencies-in the old rlan.
When the 1959 plan was adopted,- blanners were more
concerned with , downtown that was not vibr-,nt and appeared
to b6 dying. A dying downtown, thus-, could nresent few
unaccounted and unregulated trafflc problems; but recent
new development in and around the civic center and the cen-
tral business district contributed to unfors-een congestion.
Ironically, the objectives of the amended plan were
not new: to correct dangerous1 steep) erades,.to inte r
Bunker Fill with the civic center on one side and the ,-nt-
ral business district on the other, and to make Grand AWenue
a "vehicular Promenade" separating project-bound traffic-
from thrugh traffic. They were the same p.roblems which
had been recognized as early as 1931,12 the same defeciencies
property owners were accused of failing to corredt in 1959.
In adr iticn, two <arcels wnre to be convertenr from
commercial to resident-il land use. The change would re -
duce conrresti n since a commercial office building would
]l Renort to the GitT Gone on Protosed Amended Redeveloo-
ment~PY n u rist 7, 1967 Council File j13b01
12 eR Bbcnk, Renort en th Fecribiity of e-r dinr bunk-
Fill PreI, Lo \__ _ _ __ _ _ _ L__PA _r _ or. c11t.
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BUNKER HILL URBAN RENEWAL
THE COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
'LI
LEGEND
NI-Eu
L-E---E-N-D
.. . .. . .. .
PROJECT vM
DEVELOPMENT ZO Esou"DARY
PROPOSEO ROADNOW
TENTAME CUR111 LINE
CURB LINE KLOW
TUNNEL
PROJECT IN)UNCARY
* R6develo-ment lan Rea1tionsbin to Definite Tocal Objectives
(Section 1000)
U. Elimination of poor, substandard, and exyremely subs-
standar-1 dwelling units and roomirg units in subston-
dard dwellino- units and roorino units in substan-!ard
obsolete and outmoded residential structures.
2. Cirrection of a livin7 environment where children of all
ages are subject to contact with persons havine a criminal
record
3. Clearance of bli hted conditions conducive to rates of
disease; crime , and juvenil delinquency, above the com-
munity averae.
4. Elimination, of an incom-atible mixture of residential,
commercial, industrial, and public land uses.
5. Demolition of frame structures conducive to a notential
serious conflagration.
6. Relocation of site occuoants to a safer and more health-
ful residential environment.
7. orrection of street inadeniacies recardine narrowness,
steepness, conqestion, lack of traffic-carrying canacitv,
and poor location or routing.
8. Dem.olition of brick and other structures not adequatelt
built to resist seismic forces..
9. Remnoval of unsihtly conditions havinP a depressing effect
on property values in the heart of the Citv.
0. Clearance of structures and uses in the way of progress of
the City where a ressin -nee exists for nublic and
private facilites reouir4. lprge areas.
-11. Creation of a plan of land use of 7reat b'nefit to the
people of the entire TLos ngeles metronolitan area.
12. Provii on of faqri1tips in re" deomnd for modern, con--
venient and efficient li.vi accomodations for downtown
employees.
T 1 ln,7
5'
13. Provision of comercial facilities of a hirh-tye. of insti-
totionil, professional, and businescs upe.
14. Provision of thouends of automobil. parkin! spnces for
employees, shonners and business persons with destination
both within and adjacent to the 'nro ect.
15. E Iimination of a m1,isse of land ndj cent to -1e Civi.
(enter end Central Bu!siness Distric+ of the City of Ios
Anpeles and an economic dislocation indicated by a growing
lack of prooer utilization of the area, resulting in a
stagnant and unproductive condition of land potentially
useful and valuable for contributing to the health, safety,
and welfare.
16. Changing a tax liability to a tax asset for the people of
the City by increasing tax revenue many times.
17. Eliminati', of a blighted condition where the costs of
public services exceed tax revenues from properties thein.
18, Demolition of incomptible types of livinr accomod9?1ions
anel convarsions with substandard room areas and ille-al
econstimns.
-79-
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attrac-t less.cornmuter traffc than a residential tower.
Current merket informa9tion according to the Agency indi-
cated a demand for in-towh living which also made the
land uI ch- nre more reasonable.
Tot 1 intensity of development of ,mker Hill,
traffic not ithstanlinp, would be increased as there
would be on inc-rFse of 6-7 million square feet of office
space, hotel, and motel space. Greater intensity, of
course, implie9 hiTher tax revenues to pay for the pro-
.iect sooner. The Tropp rroject .cost wns increascd to
*42.7 million from' ?7.9 million. Thirteen on
dollars would be -llocnte- +o traffic -v _-n -lndr
street renrrn mem-nt nlone.
increepea1 revenue o- p-ny for th .project Fne anti-
cipated by the indcfinite rr-tnmwnt of r'k etin . the
uner section of il or Hill. ils noh-sonoIment in
ore favor'hle prices c rulr be att-ninod in the
over hil makes *he . 1o.rct more economic'l , e i-
les' in public fund , he mere rnelay coszts the tax-
in"- a-encie ,who fore-o venuedearly.
Amendmnts to the Final 1 Pn 1970
In 196P, with 90% of Bunker Hill still vacant, the
Agency nrooosed to convert the vacant lan8 into a park.
This plan, which w'as more feasible than redeveloprnnnt
plan', rcomrineded planting ocnries, carnations, Snd.
in the interim of executing- the Bunker Hill plan. The
cost, $38,000 was also more economical than the redevel-
opment plan, but it was worth the investment Bunker
Hill had for too many years laid vacant and the eyesore
that was Bunker Hill in 1959 had been replaced by another--
a vacant "island of blig2ht".
An Agency offi'!ial cautioned the city. "There is
a problom;" he explained, "After all these years with Bun-
Hill barret, peonle may like the park-like atmosphere at-
mosphere so much, they won't want it destroyed.
The park idea was still *r good one, especially
when considering t'e Agency' s 1969 announcement that the
olan would have to be amended yet anbther time. The re-
quisite five :month or so delay was aga-in -in order.
This time chances in the plan. were needed to
account for recent developments outside the project s
southern perimeter--i.e. the CBD--which had. witiessed an
unexpected rush of office snace development. Zoning
on Binker Hill did not reflect these chln rves; certain
parcels alorr the soi)uthern rerim- eter were scheduled for
e idential 1and use when office srace deve]op mrnt would
be more apnronriate and would better inte rate Bunker H 1
with the CBD*
The unanticinted '-evelopments in the OBD also
gave emergence to unexpected traffic problems, wehich
Bunker Hill would ad to. Thus, the amend(rd -lan called
1 or t nhe oelesTims Mnver nincth 1n0;, 19
15Top Pneles M nrch 10, l9l~9
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system which would transport people to and
from their cars rarked in peripheral parrking lots 3.miles
away. In addition, vehicular traffic would be seger.egated
from pedestrian traffic to improve traffic flow through
Bunker Hill. Pedestrian wilkwavs and a concourse, Rocke-
feller Center style alonm shooring areas were also added
to the original plan.
Angel's Flight railway, a city landmark that once
transported people up and down Bunker Hill would be res-
tored. Pressures from civic and heritage -roups had forced
the restoration of Angel's Figh.t as "a link between the
bustling present and a gracious bygone era in the proud
I14history of Los Anpeles. The amended plan woulrd take
advantage of federal funds earmarked for the restoration
of landmarks like Angel's.Flight.
A daytime working ronulation which was once calcu-
lated at 40,000 would be increased to 70,000; 5,000 housing
.units would be added. Net project cost would increase to
- $60 mil.lion; The oombined private and public investment
reaching the billion dollar level,. four times the 1959
level.
The amended plan clearly earned Eunker Hill the dis-
tinction of being the most over-planned redevelopment pro-
ject in the country. Still, Mayor Yorty cilled it the
-symbol of the highest degree of.planning essential to the
orderly enonomic 7rowth of the city..'' The roent w s
v rery enerois.
14 CuI-tural Herit "e sd, p s release, My , 1969
.15 Los Anhels Timrs, October 4, 1990
*1
BUNKER HILL 1969
Mnrketirnc Probl emq
One objection to the federal urbon renpwal promram
had een that "oublic" entreoreneurs 7r6 ineffective subs-
tities for the workinFs of the -rivate market. The
Bunker Hill c!se illustrates some of these rroblems.
As an examrle, one can auestion the. slowness of
the Agency in rractingm to environmental and economic r e-
velopments outside Bunker Hill. Specificolly, it is obvi-
ous- thnt the area south of Fourth Street,"hich is n the
southern rerimeter of the project next to recent CBD develop-
mennns the 1970 lan fin17 accol'nted for,coutld hve been
better developed by private developers. A priirste develop-r
wonldgnot have been required to make comnlic ted alterations
in the redevelopment plan; neither would it be necessary to
follow e Mv: red tane. And as was broorpht out during
the 1959 hearingd..and lawsuits, the area. south of Fourth
Street could have been successfully redeveloped by private
capital in a fashion similarly to the CBD south of it, the
ar e which the A ency had inproperly. planned for in 1959.
It is obvious th-'t the xrivate market w uld have reacted
more quickly to CBD growth.
At best, t he priv-te market 'ould have sold p r-
cels at market rrices and even if it " a e the l.and .a
4hot woulA not be a r ubiic los . In 196, cOuncilmen Wil-
Tncon obiected to the low rrice t-H ben Wee tnkin- for
rqrce1 J-.1 in 4-hc area roit' of gnurth --f. -rt.4 TTrncl~rr
$3
()7
th t the citizens had been chested" by-the A ency for
sellinr parcel J-1 for '20 rer sovpre foot when comnr-
16,
able proporty values were $28 per squiar foot, The
Agency said. that the south part of the percel wais sold
for r6 and the north part for $$.70. WikinLon isted
that a private developer wishin- to round-out his nercel
world ay substantially more and the northern parcel was
.wo .17worth ten times more than the Agency price.
The J-1 sale was nevertheless aprroved by the city
council for a hotel dovelopment by th§5 Dillingham Corpora-
tion. But the sale might just as well not have 'been con-
sunrmated since Dillingham later withdrew from the agreement
because of the economic problems of the 1970 recession.
Broken agreements for development have not been
uncommon on Bunker Hill. In 1969 the Dillinchanm Corpora-
tion and the Oqden Corpor.tin nplanned a the joint develop-
ment of a 53-story office building', whose tenant wMs to be
the Pacific Cost Stock Exkchenre. But when PCSE withdrew
its offer for tenancy the whole development had to be
cancelled.. Later the John Griffith-comnany inherited the
notorious parcel J-1, and planned to build a similar office
building -for Metropolitan Life and the ells Fargo Bonk.
However, this one would be about 20 -tories less ambitious
than Dillinh-m-Or(den's. Another (qeveloner, the Boise Cas-
cade also withdrew its own plans to build a l9r e parkin'
-16 Tos An el.es Times, December 6, 1968
17 Los An eIes T ', November 27, 1968
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parage on Bunker Hill, citinr the economic situation as
the reason.
The decision of a develorer to back out usially
comes after long negotintions with the ncy-- t'hree
years in the case of the Dillingham hotel and months in
cose of the office buildin--after l.ar 6 amounts of money
Pre spent in administration, -edvertising, promotion, legl
fles, qnd other public costs-.
Onei'evel at how the 4,ency was able o effectuate
the .constructinn of the Union Bank building by -Connecticut
General, the only major buildinc'-on Bunker Hill in 1969.
Part of the reason was the more favorable economic qitua-
tion in 1966 when the bank was built. More. importantly,'
ConnectI-cut General selected only one tenant, -the Union
Bank, for the structure. Multiple tenants complicate the
deal and increase the probability that at least one will
withdraw by the time negotiations and red tape have been
cleared. As Greer writes:
For the redeveloper, it is a long and costly
orocess that freezes his frel dom of movement
over a oeriod of vears; for this reason it is
attractge to some firms and impossible for
others.
The complexity of the proceqs often limits the field
of redevelopners to firtssrecializing in urban renewal.
18 See Greer, n cit., .3. Cee lso TT-rnn Prdevele 
ment-M VI *oint of the Co,nsel o'rthe Privqte
Vol .26, ':Fnte_1_1
Many developers avoid urban rr-newal vcntures for the amount
of red tane that is entailed in "doin business with the
fed eral Tovernmr-nt". They. compnlain of overly strinment
recuirements which they rdo not f Pce in. the rrivate market
like h-vi- to file Afirmative :ction Plans (antidi:scrimin-
etion statents) as subcontrqctors for the federal rovern- -
ment.
Public intervention into the private market had been
-enerally justified on rrounds that the .rrivate economy fails
rt certatin times to eliminate certain external diseconomies
that discourpe individual property o&ners from improvin-
20their property. . Certain critics have maintained that
the private market can eliminate mTny of these externalit-
ies without public aid and thnt the problems of sl.ums and
blihted areas are not exclusively a resultant of noor
23planninr. In urban renewal there seems to be .Glbrfai-
than nresumntiorr that the rublic "market" cnn eliminate
diseconmies thpt lepd to blicrht without 7ivinr rise to
latent inadenuacies of nublic inte-vention.
There are at least three virtues of the market that
have not have been transposed to the public renewal program.
19 Interview with Membrrs of Counsel for the Commuity Rede-
velopment Aqency of Los Angeles, March 1973.
20 Se Otto Dnvis and Andrew Win tnn "The FEonomics'of Urbm
Renewal ," in Wilson, Ed. on. dit.,. 0.50
21 Richard Muth, Cities and Housih, Chicano: Chicaeo University
Press, 1969
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The first is effeciency. While the Agency's
acquisition and disro'ition *lans may be justified as ef-
fecient in terms of cautious planning, its policies have
ignored the pkrofit motive in buying and selling. Most
citizens would have nreferred that the Aency be more
frugal in these matters. hereas profit losses in the
private market are taken by developers, in urban renewal
these are Public losses, and in the case of Bunker Hill
they have been very lar-e.
The market also increoses the ranpe of choice
available to consumers. As the -. revious sections have
shown, the 'Agency is a rnonorolistic planning position
where the ranre of ootions--i.e., rehebi1 itation or.
redevelopment--is limited b- the politics and ideolo ry
of the Aghncy. There is no process in urban renewal-to
insure consumer sovereirnty, Mlthough various. citizen
participation schemes have been desi'ned.
Third, the market in many cases can react to region-
al chpnges more ranidly and does not have to rely on rocr-
nosticative reports like feasibility stui'es. The. invis-
ible hand of the market, of course, breaks down; it fails
to distribute reso.urces in socially necentah s and
fails to produce many social :oods like -o ice, f nd-
other social services. How1ever, the mnrket -A0es not nned
redevelopment plans or stratep'ies.
Finally, the market is a lepitimatr- way, at least
most of the time, of redistributing resources. In anprovine
-8'7-
£2l
Bunker Fill redevelopment plan the city council,
in essencedecided to redisttibute income from small
property owners to larpe development corporations. Large
developers receive the benefits of the write-down. .That
public policy should so favor one group of capitalists over
another is justified on the basis of economic efficiency
since largre developers will brinc higher t'?xes and. more
esthetic (sometimes) structures. The Bunker Hill case,
however, shows that l'os Angeles received from the nroject
many short-run losses such as lost tax revenies, ^
in 1959,never thourrht it was bangaininT for the delays th t
hnve o-cu-redl in executinp- the project. The hio-h economic
costs of the r-oject illustrate that public benefits have
been small. Does this justify the taking of property and
its resulti.ng Aistribution of income? Does the city covncil
have enoui information before it--given als6 the posi.io
of a self-servino- redevelopment r-cency--to make that decision?
The point is not thqt the market can rerform the
urban rener.al1 function better. Rother, it is obvious that
public renewal, in both a politicel- end economic context,
leaves a lot to be desired; planned renewal in theoryj
serves a valuable function, but in practice leaves out mpnr
popitive attributes of the rrivate market.
The mist ke of urban rnenewal is '-hat it has incorrect-
ly assumed a universal nublic interest, the existence of
which theoretical-r -'ortes the need for consumer soverei-nty.
088
Controversy in urban ren' v1,and olitic1 conflict such
as occurred in ther hP rin-s on the BInker Hill nlan and
in the city's disatisfaction with execution of the nroject
illustustrates the myth of admInistration in the interest
of the broad public. That heprinf~s and other administrative
reviews e , the City A-dminitrative Officer) were caught
unprepared b7 the unexpected conflict indicates the extent
to which public harmony was anticipated. Vublic hearins.
are obviously poor vehicles for plann.ing urban renewal
projects; so are citizen advisory boards and plnJning com-
missions. And City Administrntive Officer failed to con-
duct an audit of the Agency for 18 years, during which time
the Agency rptely faced the scrutiny of the city; not until
the activities of the Agency became costly to the entire
city or 'in the 1950' s o-rimary damage went to individual
property owners) -did the CAO intervene.
The legitimacy of. urban renewal, as well as of the
redevelopment eaency, has been relatively unquestioned.
The role of the agency in state-city' politics is to blame
for this result. As a state a ency witholocal jurisdiction,
as the courts have said, the redevelopment is beyond judicial
review. Referendums on renewal Dlans and activities are
also precluded. Rrdevelo nm,:rt plnns are initiat ed by an
agency with a great deal of autonomy, an encyT author.7ed
b' the state but with few local controls, and none,.by tbe
city's elected renresentativ-s. ercv ci ws ere, from
the '-nerltic for fear of "nb' o, butn the hvni
to the-r :r-crernI. nmblic for fe,,,r o' -P O~±Ol Nit t*!1,.Ih--Iic
for urban renewal cPre not from the city !Urbah rencwel
in Los An eles received its framework roliticlly from
the stpte and financiall.v from' the federal government.
The error of the framers of the CommunityTr Redevelop-
ment Act and the tax increment allocation funding nmendment
was that they larqely by-nassed the city, assuming all alon7
that the Acency would rule in the rublic in+erest, thereby
obvistirm '7 e necessity of broad local input. It was a
filin, also .. hin the city council could not or would not
correct. All the returns are not yet in, but the cos+ s
of Binker Hill thus fnr h've beenV eat. If Los Angeles
were given the choice on Bunker Hill, agein,- retrospectively
the answer would most likely be "no
-90-
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ET lore 
-
The top of Bunker Hill will be dominated
bya group of tall buiIdIngs symbelic of
a biroceoning downtown Los An.'ele. The
buildings shall be varied in heir-"t and
balanced and related so that each achieves
a specific identity while contribt ting
to the cohesivness of the whole. Pre-do-
. minant in this urban design will be -q
sinle building, noticqbly tll rr, over-
looking the central Park from the west.
This structure surrounded by the other
hib rise buildings will form an imnres-
sive regional landmark, visible from afar.
Bunker Hill Design
for Devel-om ent
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Parcel J-1,.once owned by the Dillingham Cornoration
and later by the John Griffith Company, currently has its
third developer, the McKeon Cdmpany, one more developer *hat
will attempt to fathom the comrlexities and uncertainties
of urban renewal. There are three main developments on
Bunker Hill: the Union Bank, Bunker Hill Toweprs residential
developmnnt, and Security Pncific Bank, which is -under -
con t r-mction. In't dtal land coverpge. these developments encom-
pass only a frac-tion of Bunker Hill's 136 acres, -hich
nccordin- to latest schedules will be completely developed
by 1983.
For the Agency urb n renewal has proved a -more com-
rlex .business then it once anticinated. Tt is. difficult
to determine wh-t course Bunker Hill m.ay have taken in Ipasenee
of public interventirn, but Bunker Hill is still nnisland.
of barren blimht surrounded by surccessful developmens ero nd
it in *he central bi1riness district and the civic center.
Swc are the rsiilts of twenty-five years of nlanning bet-
wen 1948 and 19'7. Of course, whether frinme develoomenc
around Biker Hil' 1'rould have spread to Binker Hill is a
moot point, but the unnrecedented- develonment of +4he BD
!ozld have ^moved into the ee south of Fnurth Strept nn
oroblems involved in. markheti-nm percel J-1 could have been -vo d-
ed by leavirr J-1, which i sitlir'tod in The cha 13nmed aren
-to the private m-rkret.
IL
If Los Anreles has learned one thir7 from -bunker
Hill? it is to scale down future projects and to empha-
size rehabilitation and conservation, leavinr redeveloo-
ment as a last resort. Property owners and tenants have
shown themselves to be tough opponents in several urban
renewal projects. Los Angeles has been one of the most
unsuccessful cities in the country in executino urban
renewal orojects. While in some cities have political
climat-es well suited for urban renewal, in Los Anmeles
political decentralization has not lent itself to "effect-
2ive" urban renewal.
In California th-re seems to be a general trend
toward rehabilitation and community control. A recent
law in the state allows neighborhoods to institute their
own rehabilitation programs under community-elected pub-
lic renewal agencies. Any neighborhood between 3 and 30
acres may organize its own pror-ram and apply for rehab-
iliation funds with +he federal grover.nment. The new law
offers tennnts end oroperty owners -he leverage they lacke.
in projects like Bunker Hill.since the can control the
1 Los Anoeles Times, February 12, 1968
2 Cent-,lizition in The hueiness sphere, c by a
decon+rnlized o6litical struectre. h ners businessren
fron. brincrino-r Pbout rsolitical action. Sree EdA1.qrd -Bn-
fiel9. qnd Jnnps W. Wilson,. City Politics, New York:
Random House,1963, p.2 72 -2 73
owner --)iiption, for itis the.b nnture(. of rs7umrs thnat
iorverer+s ecno+ o 'r 1,ithot a cn-orted rf f-ort
5e Davis ine '.! r''., "tconomics of .ran Reneal", '.
-92-
entire nrocess from ne.Totiations with HUD to present-
in.- proposels to the city council.
When Bunk'i Hill is completed in 1983,. the pro-
ject will represent the lar est combined public and pri-
v.:.te investment for any redevelopment project in the
country. However, every year the project is delayed
is costing taxing agencies in foregone revenues, which
will not be fully real-ized until long after the
project is completed; that is,, until tax increment.alloc-
ations have paid for cll Agency debts incurred in the
project. This will be seven or eiht years, but the
benefits at that time will be laren--ovcr 17 million
in new revenues per year; 16 times what Bunker Hill yiel-
ded in 199. .Whether those new develormentswould
hre occurred elsewhere in the city n.wIV thus nematinm
the tax increase arrumen+, is unclear. But it. is clear
that Los Angeles has many advantages sites throuchout
the matr'opoliten area. like Centiry City, the Miracie
Mile, and Westwood, which could have attracted several
-of Bunker Hill's deVelop:ers.
That various cornorations would have settled
in Los nrles despite the BurkerHill project is also
4 For a review of the l ,seec"CPlifonia's Commtn
Controlled Tr on Rene.al Stanford Lw Review, Vol. 23,
1970, p.nT 8 -17 2
4-tVr n ro C mmuit Po n '\ency of
Los AnyKes. Ortober 20, 1971, p.25
*0
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evident by the development during the 1960's of a
new financial district in the CBD,. all this a rehult of
private developments. New construction during the 1960's
downtown averaged 100 million a year an d the total devel-
orment durinT the decade was neerly twice as that between
1900-1960.
Bunirer Hill, if every,thin goes well, will dd to
that construiction and will be successful in giving -Bunker
oG
Hill the "imasfe" itis' and envied in other cities. But
the image may not. be exactly how. planners and businessmen
once hooed it wov-ruld be;. the latest orerictions show that
the high rise boom downtown has ended and future construc-
tioit wil be limited to building heights of no more' than
25 stories.
This does not mean that new construction may cense
altogether. 'Construction between 197? and 1974 will equal
thnt since 1960. However, this will present grave conqestion
problemsb for downtown. As the Agency s traffic consultant
has warned: "Eventually a rapid transit system will be need-
ed. Failure to meet the challen"e will continue to decrease
the rate of construction and eventually halt it.
The Agency must count on a rapid transit system and
has already built an undereround network to supnort it when
it comes,-it it does--for 1,0s Angeles turned down the latest
transit proorbsal n 1968. The recent prorossls for a system
6 Los , rre-rles -Mes, Optober 4, 1970
by the Southern California RaoDid Trpnsit District may
meet with more success, notwithstpn 9 ing the : fac ht
Los Angeles i- still a car-oriented metro7-oli'. First,
althou h Los An-eles is a political1y frag~mented city,
it has strong mayor in the issue of rapid transit, which
was Tom Bradle's primary camnpain issue in beating Sam
Yorty in 1973. Second,, the SCRTD is entring an inten-
sive campaign to sell rapid transit to citizens, which is
about the only ay to do things in Los Angele. Third,
Los Angelep,: in 1973 is more ecoloarr-conscious (-ltu1-gh
no more smo--conscious) than it wams in 1968; residents
may for the first time be willinp to leave their cars in
the garage. Fina1llr, the recent Congressional "bus of
the Highway Trust il_ permit federal funds .for sass rapid
transit.
One benefit for the Agency from the problems of
conepestion and the need for ranid transit may be that more
p eople will decide to move into the project s faltering
reside.ntial development, Bunker Hill To',ers. Construc-
tion of two other Towers has been postponed, as the ones
currently up have unsatisfactory vacancy rates.7  Apparent-
ly, the "complete community" of Bunker Hill with tennis
courts and .swimming pools cannot compete with the amenities
7 Interview with members of Counsel for the Community Rede-
velopment Aency, Los Ann-eles, 1,0rob 1973
veomet4tny
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offr*.red by homEownershin since Tunker Hill To ers att direct-
ed at that market. Moreover, there are other neighborhood
externalities for .hich bunker Hill Towers, as well as the
other nronosed Bunker Hill residential developments, cannot
correct for like poor inner city schoolr;. Although Bunker
Hill is aimed at brin7ine the "'tilc class back tothe city,
+here is a growing minority population in central Los Anreles
The city currently has a Mexican American population of' 20,
and a black porilation of 124; by 1990--Bunker Hill's ol-
den are--those fi-r:s should doIble for Me- ican Americans
- as6 immigrants, le-al nd ilegal, have' beOn comin into
the city in great numbers.
Even with successful residential develo.rments on
Bunk r hill downtown Los Aneles must hrnce itself for
more conrestion. As Melville Branch of the Uriiversity -
of Southern Californi put it: " e worried for years about
an emPty downton. Nr~ 'e're worried abbout a full one. -
Since 1971 Los ^ had b en w-arned that its central-
city was dvinT and .wuld die if left to take its o'1rn cnurse.
The city took the advi ce in 1959 by arproving the reovelor-
ment of Bunk r Hill. The City would have its dotomrn Tt-r
New York "nd Chicron. As Norman ChanAdler, owner of the Los
Anrele Te had sid: "E'very 1-r community hs to have
- 8 "A Srawling City aets a New Syline," Fusines Week
December 3, 196 9
a hard core, a dovmntown city." Chandlcr wrs correct: Los
Ana-les will. have its downtown, but it may be more than
it can handle.
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